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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIuNs

THOlkiAS :HARDY'S THOUGHT

Ihomas Hardy believed that each man should make
his own philosophy, and he formulated his own system
of
thought under the influence of the Bible, the classics,
certain of the philosophers, and the Wessex environment.
The elements of his thought include religious and philosophical convictions, man's relationship to nature,
social institutions, and Victorian limitations.

The

male characters of his novels set forth his thought
just as his female characters reveal his emotions.

They

show the transition from his early traditional beliefs to
his conclusion that the immanent Will is the governine;
force in the universe and that man's ultimate hope is in
his own increased awareness.
Hardy's first major influence was the Authorized
King James Version of the Bible, especially the narrative
portions of the Old and New Testaments, and the books
of Genesis, Job. the Psalrls, and Ecclesiastes.1

All his

important male chracterv resemble Biblical figures in a

L
William Rutland, Thom7s Hardy.
: A Stud,
' of His
Writinrs sad Iteir
tNew Y;-riza
F.c:-aeli and
Russell, Inc., 19',1.2), pp. 1-4.
1

2
particular way.

:iardy also knew the Book of Kings and

the more "picturesque portions" of the Scriptures used
by the clergymen in their sermons.2

Carl J. Weber says

Hardy knew the Bible and English literature which is astounding since he did not have a university education.3
When Hardy was in his teen years and early twenties, be
taught ti!e. stories of the Bible at the Stinsford Sunday
School where he became acquainted with Henry Moule, the
Vicar of Fordington in Dorchester.

Thirty years later

he remembered Eoule's reading of the Book of Job.4
'
Hardy": remarkable knowledge of the Bible and Christian
dogma, along with an architectural interest in the church
concealed his declining faith.

The first irs, Hardy, a

niece uf an archdeacon, was perhaps most disappointed as
her husband's ccnvictione became clear.

Like Angel Clare

in Tess of the D'Ubervilles. Hardy no longer accepted
Church of England dogma.
Hardy's questioning of traditional faith did not
occer iraediately after Darwin's published theory in
The Origin of the Slbecies in 1859, but he began to seek
his own explanations for man's origins.

Gabriel Cak

prayed to an orthodox God in Far from the Vaddinr Crowd
2Samuel C. Chew, Thomas Hardy: Poet Lafi Nrvelist
(New York: Russell and i.ussell, Inc., 19.
7
)
77.). pp. 9, 127.
3Hardv of Wesoc::: His Life i:nd L51.cr:rv Coreer
:n, Connecticut: Archon Bocke, 194e). r. 246.
,
PP. 14-15.

3
but the male characters in subsequent novels
1;earched for non-divine explanations.

The theory of

evolution was painful for Hardy to accept, and his male
characters reflect the difficulty of coming to terms

with a scientific ccnception of the universe.

his works

reveal a basis of modified evolutionary thought, for when
the ideas appear in his works, they have ccme through the
processes of his own intense thought.
ThcF. not disappear from his novels.

The mention of God

Eichael Henchard

)%akes an oath before God in his youth, but he finally
rejects his superstitious suspicion of a "sinister intelence" for a natural explanation of his misfortunes
twenty years later.5
Lionel Stevenson has selected certain of 4ardy's
.)ms and The at,--1,1st.7 to set forth his Darwin-inspired
evo2tionary theory.6

he believes the basis of Hardy's

onary meliorism is man's increased consciousness.
riã Qii

greater awareness will lead to progress if men

can be persuaded to reject the "witches of Endor" and
accept

the truth that will make them free."7

Yeobright accepts this challenge, and The

Return cf thç

5 e ,iv]avor of Casterbridge (hew Yorks
, e Press, Inc., 1956), Chap. XIX. p. 124.

62arLia Arfrff the Foetn (New Yorks
st;c11, 19633. pp. 237-97.
7Ibid., r. 241.

Clyne

Washincton

Russell

and

4
is the history of his attempt to bring enlightenment to the heath dwellers.

In hardy's thought, man's

mifortunes are frequently caused by chance and not
through a lack of personal worth, and enlighteneo men
must engage in honest action to alleviate all human suffering.

For hardy, the anthrcpomorphic God is expelled

by scientific knowledge as is a belief in immortality
which occurs only in physical reproduction when a man's
characteristics are inherited by his children.

This

chance for immortality is slight in Hardy's novels, for
children rarely survive.

The Immanent Will which

les existence is not a conscious power and it permits
the innocent to suffer accidentally, being neither good
n,w evil but neutral.
Stevenson entitled the last section of his chap"The Ultimate Hope."8

Since the immanent Will is

total of all activity,9 consciousness in this will
would offer the greatest hope.

Stevenson says Hardy is

convinced that man is currently faced with an unconscious
will which initiates every action but does not direct
this action to benefit the individual.

H. C. Duffin some-

what reverses Stevenson's definition of the function of
will and say

"it" is directivo Out not active, lInd

- Joia.. P. .;...

9

••Sk4

5
he contributes the idea that the "it" is omniscient and
operates within a pattern of the past, present, and
futui..e.

He seems to contradict the total unconsciousness

of the H.l1 by giving it aesthetic and intellectual faculties, but concedes that it has no moral faculty with
which to consider the welfare of human beings.10

hardy

believes that hope for man's betterment rents with the
indi'fidual will becoming conscious of ran's needs, and
that the practice of loving kindneun to all creatures
will keep down pain.

If the total of human wills act in

unison, a beneficial effect may be brought to bear upon
11
whole.

Stevnsoh
S

summarizes hardy's philosophy,

which he calls evolutionary melioricm, as seeking humanitarian ends without calling on an anthropomorphic God,

1

and r.s candidly acknowledging pain and sorrow in order
that progress may be an aspect of evolution.
Hardy, after 1874, reveals a similarity of
thought with

chopenhauer in that they both see a gleam

of hope emerging from the general gloominess of life.
Schopenhauer finds hope in the indectructability of the
wil1,12 and hardy sees hope if the will becomes conscious.
10m
dihomas hardy.; A Study of the Wessex NoW.F.;, the
EgNm, .!nd The L-,7n4ists (kanchestert Kanchester University
190237 P.
11,
-otevensen, D.rin Aroni.7, the ,Poets., p. 295.
12Ernect Brennecke, Thomas Hardy's Univcrre:
' a Poet's bind (New York; Russell and
0. 34.

Both men define the will as immanent, autonomous, uncon13
scious, aimless, and indestructible.

Schopenhauer and

Hardy have been called pessimists who see only the dark
side cf life, but Hardy explains that this aspect of his
thinking is nothing more than a realistic view of life.
Schopenhauer's pessimism was called his humanity by
Thomas Mann, for Schopenhauer saw man's soul as capable
of reversing the will and saving creation.14

Schopen-

hauer's and hardy's pessimism is but one feature of their
total philosophy.
Schopenhauer's ability to see in a village the
elements of a kingdom appealed to hardy who saw in Wessex
6
the materials for a Sophoclean-like drama,'-

Egdon

Heath's lonely, old face suggests "tragical possibili16
ties,"
and Clym Yeobright's life bears out this sorrowful prediction.

hardy was born in Upper Bockhampton, a

hamlet at the edge of this heath, and it was one of his
earliest influences.

He is aware of each sound and color

13Ihid., pp. 31-32.
14
Quoted in Norton Zabel, "Hardy in Defence of
His Art; The Aesthetic of incongruity." The Southerg
Review, VI (1940-41), 140.
1 .
5.21f! Woodlandera (London; Eacmillan and Co..
Ltd., 1963; ow orks
St. i.:artin's Press, 1963), Chap. I.
p. 4.

16

Weber. :-.ardv of Werse;:, p. 4.

7
on the heath.
irDressions.17

Hj

e:Ises are awake to all external

Tte stormy weather quickens the mood of

Oak, and the warm atmosphere of Blackmoor Vale envelopes
Clare and Tess in .-loseness and love.

In the Wessex

novels, the scene is an actor in the drama.18

It is not

outside the existence of the characters, but is a contributing factor e
of the novel.

,nly to their moods but to the plot

.;gdon

s a part of Eustacia's reason for

eloping with Wilve, and it is its inscrutable terrain
that causes her to slip into the Weir and drown.
The heath is present in all Hardy's Wessex novels
until it become'

familiar place, not lovely, but awful

in its dignity and seriousness.

Wessex is a county

located in southwest England, but it was not called by
this name until nardy'e use of it in Far from the Kadding
crow.

He said his Wessex novels were local, and they

have sprung from his reminiscences of customs, geographical and architectural features that do not exist in this
area today.

Alon!L with their customs, he knew the dia-

lect and the sensitivity of the people.

Clym's failure

to bring culture to theheath in 2111 Return of the Native
is understood by hardy'

pertrayal of minor male char-

acters.

17Heri)ert B. f;:cimsditch, ChFraetcr p
‘nd 4
1 :r.virenment
(New Yorke
Russell and
Russell, Inc.. 19)2), r. 41.

in thp Laygls of r olgas Nikrizi
18I bid,, p.

nardy was sensitive about his birth in a thatched
•tage to a mason and builder, for this placed him in
lower social class according to Victorian standards.
Clare provided him the chance to show "Hodge," a
name for the stereotybe laborer, in a favorable light.
His mother, culturally superior to his father, passed
on to him an appreciation for books that eventually asted itself.

Before he began his formal schooling,

she read fclk tales and New Testament parables to him. -9
When he was nine years old, she realized the village
school was inadequate, and she had him transferred to
. oung
a day school in Dorchester, "Mr. Last's Academy fof l
20
Gentlemen."
as a prize.

At thirteen he won Beza's Latin In

In 1856 as an apprentice to Jonn Hicks, a

J;echester architect, he continued to study Latin with
of hicks' pupils and to teach himself Greet.
14

*.tended evening classes at King's College in the
versity of London for a short time, probably in 1862,

EWA this concluded his formal education.

He must have

continued his self-study of Greek, for he read the Iliad
and the iew Testament in Greek.

Dr. Rutland was given

aecess to hardy's library at his home, kax Gate, near
y3ter, and Lc ::Id that Hardy had

.any pencil notes

le_
—Lrnest Brennecke, Jr., The, Life, of The,7
Yorks Greenberg, Publisher, inc., 1925), p.
20

Wel_r. hqrev oerse7,
f W
p. 8.

9
in the marFin of his Greeh text
s.

Horace V:oule, a Greek

Scholar, helped hardy, b1.1. he advised him
to concentrate
on his architectural assicnments.

hardy declined this

advice and concentrated on a literary care
er.
His works reveal a knowledge of the Greek dramatists, especially Sophocs.
share the conviction wit.

Aside from having Jude

Sophocles that not to have ex-

isted at all is better tan existence, Hardy's nove
l,

ibg Return of the Native, has five acts similar to
a
classical play, appropriates a narrow limit of time
, and
summarizes the action after the climax, the metho
d of
21
Sophocles.
Florence ).
4 rh.: sold that in the years
between 1856 and 1862, he read several books
of the Aenid.
some Horace and Ovid, and some books of the
„Iliad,22
Carl J. Weber has compiled a list of works from
English
literature which Hardy culoted or alluded to
in his works.23
The Bible and Shakespeare arc • st often refe
rred to and
only Pope seems to have :-!.en 2lighted.24

hardy quoted

three American authors, 'Thitiran, Longfellow,
and Foe.25
2 -Joseph Warren Beach, The Technioue of Thom
as
Hardy (New York: Russel: and Russell,
1962), pp. 97-98.
York:

22D.e Early
, :Life of Thomas 4L.4./ 1840-1891 (New
The ilacmillan Co. 1928). p. .26.
23Hardy of Wg.
,
-, ?p. 240-57.
24Thzz
25Tb;(1.,

p.

21.6

D. 244.
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The elements of Hardy's thought emerge from these
works chiefly

e influences and are expressed :11:
by
the

male characters.

He is concerned wIth defining

.1rce of the power of the universe, examining the

instItions of education and marriage, criticizing Victori.in society, analyzing the concept of man's fate or
deLL
reve

determining nature's relationship te man, and
ihg the ultimate hope.
Hardy's religious convictions concerning the uni-

versal power alter until he is certain that he does not
He is not a uprimi-

beli-- in God in the ancient sense.

,
tiv, •-.:liever in a man-shaped tribal rod..26

This is not

to suggest, as have some critics, that he believed in no
God

all.

He said he had been searching for an external

- %ity for fifty years and had not found it.
11.7-

He be-

hat the intelligence pervading the universe is
the creator, and is the cause of things.

Hardy

cri

zed those who would label any force with the name

God,

t his "cause," "will," "power," and "prime mover"

center in the principal source of all intelligence and are
God for Thomas Hardy.
was

He paid obeisance: to this source,

awe of it, and in a sense worsi.Lppd iI to fill
left in his life when he could r

hint:

.crer feel

a part of the church.
26
Florence Emily Hardy, Ipe Later Iggirs of ITitompr
1F02-1Q28 (New York: The 1acL;i•Lian Cc., 1930),

p.

•••

U
hardy's first wife, Emma Lavinia Gifford, said
that her life was enlightened by an "unseen power of
great benevolence."27

1-lardy's power that rules the

world has unexplained motives, according to Katherine
Anne Porter, and she says that hardy saw "malevolence and
.28
benevolence as originating in the mind of man.

Hardy's

poem, "Hap," supports this statement, for the power,
though seemingly malign, is actually indifferent.

The

"purblind dcomsters" spread blisses and pain indiscriminately.29

Albert Pettigrew Elliott says it is a power

that asks and gives no quarter, and Hardy prefers those
who submit.30

Hardy surely dces not prefer Venn over

Yeobright or Phillotson over Jude, ard they submit Lo the
circumstances of their lives.

Their reward is the women

they love, but marriage does not represent happiness in
Hardy's novels except for a short time.

hardy prefers

the men who struggle against malevolence in any form if
only for the conclusion that not to have been born is
best.

27
,Life, P. 96.
28.Notes on a Criticism of Thomas Hardy," The
Southern Review, VI (194o-41), 157.

29wer...Fcx Pocn:
Other Yv'ses: ioeme; 2f the
PP.st rrd Prefent (i,;ew York and i.cndon: Harper and brothers
Publing, 1898), p. 6.
30i'at;11iFm in the
Russell and i'xesell, 196(:), 0.

of Thmas Mrdv (Now Yorks

12
Patrick Braybrooke's suggestion that hardy's bitter philosophy is a railing against life and is one step
from atheism would have shocked the novelist.31

Hardy

said tnat despite the fifty meanings attached to the word
"god," God is to the modern man the Cause of Things, and
no modern thinker (and he certainly placed himself in this
category) is an atheist except in the sense that all modern
men deny the existence of a God of wrath who wears a blue
cloak.32
hardy questioned the literal truth of the Bible,
but not the art of the ancient storytellers' product.
had his wife read him th

he

r,ospels during the Christmas of

1883, but said that there was no supporting evidence that
the Nativity and the Mac/-c) of the Innocents occurred.33
Christianity, he believet . had become an "emotional morality and altruism" that
Christ.34

He advised

_ught by prophets other than
.d for a revised Liturgy, but

the new Prayer Book did not reveal the imprint of modern
thinkers.

In the years 1915 through 1917, Hardy rejected

completely the good-God theory.

The Christian continent

31T

homas HArdv gr.1 kis Philosophy (New York:
Russell and Russell,'
p. 159.
321h12.
33Ibid., p,
341bidep p. 1

176.
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of Europe was in a disgraceful state convincing him that
the old theologies were no longer relevant.

He said that

the "dogmatic superstitions" of two generations ago needed
to be revealed for what they are.35
Thomas Hardy's new look at the universal power,
the Bible, and Christianity runs parallel in his novels
with his penetrating consideration of the social institutions of eeucaticn and marriage.

Carl J. Weber said

Hardy attempted to enlarge the "boundaries of sympathy
and charity."36

Certainly he saw the lack of both these

abstract virtues in social institutions.

Young men who

received an education in the public schools came out, as
did the young man in Hardy's short story, "The Son's Veto,"
as polish., ,Infeeling snobs who could veto a mother's
suitor en material grounds.

Other young men could only

stand outside the aates of the university as did Jude.
a man who had the mental. capability but no financial
resources.

Hardy was sympathetic with Jude's sincere de-

sire for hnow1ed7e, and he brought the obvious injustice
to light in

direct and dramatic way only to meet with

a close-mided public that did not wish to be disturbed by
-their institutions' failings.

36.
1966), P. 144.

in

AY-crjog (New York:

Russell and huesell,

14
Karriage is examined by hardy and found to be an
imAitution framed as a social expedien
etisential law of nature.37
Ilale nor the female.

and not as an

hardy places blame on neither

he said thaL a marriage insupport-

ab1r to either of the parties should be dissolved and the
;8
As a prevenchildren's support born by the breadwinner. the disruption of marriage, hardy recommended that
young women shouic be given a handbook on natural processes
with their "morbid contingencies."39

They should be made

aware of the biological facts concerning the man-woman
retitionship with all its gruesome possibilities.
Jude and Arabella courtship and rr:ch,,
example of such a possibility.

The

is Hardy's best

hardy said young men

mti;ht he educated as well, for "the spider is not invari;701J. , =Ile and the fly invariably female."4°

Arabella is

of 4-:our:,;(! the spider and Jude the fly in Jude the Obscure.
CIym Yeebright says, "Yet I know that we shall
no

iL;-:e like this always.

tinuance of love,

Nothing can insure the con-

it will evaporate like a spirit."41

)"Candour in English Fiction," Life And Art, ed.
by Rrnest Brennecke, Jr. (Freeport, New York: Books for
)",.aries Press, Inc.. 1925). p. 77.
-`8"Laws the Cause of li.iser:;.," :Afe and Art,
•-"Cn tte Tree of Knowledge.

4ife

ima

F.

120.

Art, p. 118.

•

Sea:

!e Ft.:urn of the Nativ.
22'3.

Yor:*

Washington

15
These lines in the novel seem to be spoken by an oversensitive bridegroom who wishes to be reassured, but
Hardy was quite serious when he said that civilization
had not created "s. satisfactory ccheme for the conjunction of the sexes."42

Hardy saw marital love as diminish-

ing from the moment of the marriage vcw.

In the preface

to Thg Woodlanders. Hardy says the marriage covenant seems
logical when undertaken by thinking, aware people, but
"on the broader ground of how to afford the greatest happiness to the units of human society during their brief
transit through thi
on this covenan -c.

sorry world, there is more to be said
Less seriously in ,,Lide the Obscure

hardy says nater 1 forces induce people to marry "even
though they know perfectly well that they are possibly
buying a month's pleasure with a life's discomfort."44
hardy may hwie been made uncomfortable in his
first marriage by his g
. ife's supposed supericrity, by her
hints that she polished his rough drafts, and hs her
religious fervor, but he enjoyed the domestic scene at
his home near Dorchester.

In his years between seventy

42,,
On the Tree cf Knowledge," Life galg Art, p. 118.
43Harold Orel, ed.. Thorns Hardy's Fersenal vIritings
(Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1966), p. 18.
44J.ede
the Utc_c_pr„T_ (New York and Lchdent
Harper
and Brothers PuOlishers, 1b95), Part V, Chap. IV. p. 378.

•
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and eighty he afforded his sec
ond wife sufficient happiness for her to dedicate her boo
k. The .Early Life, "to a
dear memory." She said in her
Preface that Hardy did
not admire himself enough
to write an autobiography, but
she wiehed to counteract the err
oneous statements made
about her husband.
CJne grave error

Hardy's thinking was the pes-

simistic label placed on air.
, works,

he was a "bold pioneer

of thought" who challenged existi
ng practices and beliefs.45
The Victorians, locked in
their cult of enthusiasm, praised
all things lovely, admirable,
and hopeful, out scorned all
thin?-,s ugly, ignoble, ar.
_peless. Their motto was to
"blind their eyes to the rea
l malady. and 1.,se empirical
panaceas to suppress the sympto:ns
hardy saw the necesrL;v of looking at the wor
5:1 order to find a way to the
better. He did not believe "pe
ssimist" a "wicked adjective." but suggested that whi
le pessimism, me ioriem and
optimism are characteristics
cf philosophy, the highest
characteristic is truth. Conjec
tures that harmonize with
experience are more trutful tha
n the false view that

4
5Grimsditch. gt;:a.gager aaa LLyiro
nment in the
—ve1s, p. 138.
46
Walter E. Houtn, The Victorian Frme of
(-cw Haven! Yale u vc
ty Press. 19',7„ p. 266.

17
refuses to see things as they are.'7

By 1920 hardy was

tired of combating the imperfect response to his works.
"What a fool one must have been to write for such a public is the inevitable reflection at the end of one's
Jude ILI Obscure was Hardy's final prose work

life."48

'
and the, critics found it depressing and painful.

It

was carder for the reviewers to shout "to norror, the
horror," than to come to terms with the cracks hardy was
making in the crystalized optimistic veneer of the Victorians.
.
41

Certainly the Victorians did not like hardy's
determlnistic view of fate or destiny.

hardy is usually

a deterwinist rather than a fatalist, for he searches
out natucal law, and a fatalist surrenders to necessity
without searching for the causes.5°

The fatalist decides

that an unseen power or the nature of things has decreed
his destiny, and the determinist, recogni2,ing the same
help1es3ness of can, looks to natural causes for an explanation of his fate.

Jude, at the lowest point of his life,

quotes a Olorus of the Agamemnon, "Nothiri-. can be done.
' General Preface. Tess of the D'Urbervilless
Pure W9rt, r1 (New York and London s liarrer and Brothers,
1891), p. xii.
4Prv

A

Itatrr Y.ccrs, r. 217.

the Obscures
49I7-ving A. Yrvish, "The Atta.0
A Reapprisal Some Seventy Years After,'' The Journal of
Gener:ii Education. XVIII (April, 1966), 2757
Thc- *1(.
. -h7iuue of Thcmas Ear, p. 228.

18
Things are as tney are, arid will be brought to their
destined issue," but Jude is not by nature fatalistic.51
So it is with all of Hardy's main characters.

They

vacillate between fatalism and determinism, for none
of them totally disbelieves in an unseen power, but in
their more lucie moments, they question and search for
reasons for their misfortunes.
Hary's determinism is related to that of Schopenhauer who believed that the actions of men are determined
by character and motivation.52

Hardy and Schopenhauer

believe that the individual has consciausness and may
feel that his actions are self-directed, but chance and
necessity actually determine the events in his life.
Michael Henchard's strong character is insufficient to
control the downward spiral his life takes; moreover, his
character seems to cooperate with chance to produce unfortunate results.
Braybrooke fis in Hardy's short poems a "vague
determinism' where impotent man is ruled by a "cruel and
callous power," 3

He sees almost the same determinism in

Hardy's prose where helpless mortals are governed by
cruel chance, and the controllinE power has no utilitarian
51jbid.
52Prennece.

Thcmas

53ILaybrooke,
D. 160.

rdv's Ur;vcree. p. 91.
Hard-i anr1 his 1-:„icF,o7;-v,

19
value and no compassion after death.
:

He says that the

characters live as thoue.• they expect cruelty, and misery
comes sooner or 1ater.54
The characters are constantly interacting with
Their

nature, a determining lore, in the Wessex novels.
moods are freavently in
mysterious countryside.

cord with the temPeramental and
.".ittle Hintock is described as

'one of those sequestered spots outside the gates of the
world..55

Wessex was outside the gates of the real world

when Hardy wrote his novels, for it was a fictional place
similar to his own country.
realism, but at times,

It has elements of stark

has a dream-like quality.

Hardy seemed to believe that a man worked

OUT

his

views according to his surroundings, and it was natural
for him as an artist and a philosopher to look upon the
Weesex countryside and deelare that the sparce, brown
environment was insuff:ejent for the higher animals.
said that nature can be

he

eused only by assuming her blind

and incapable of judgment or controlled by another force.
Human beings, hardy believes, have reached "a degree of
intelligence which Nature never contemplated when freeeing
Nature t1'.

her laws."56

5
55m

•

fails man, betraying the heart

p, 15c;
1.gfe3,

56"kacterlie

Chap. I,
ealegy," jsife. elle Art.

D.

that loves her.

Hardy's impressions of nature and man's

continuing struggle with it end etller less visible forces
is evident in the scientist St. Cleeve's words:

"It is

better for men to forget the universe than to bear it
clearly in mind."57

When Lady Constantine ended their

romance, St. Cleeve wac reminded of the cruelty of natural
law and he felt like a stranger in the world.
It is difficult not to see pessimism in such thinkin

although Hardy did not enjoy the label and would have

been reluctant to admit that he looked at life "through
58
darkened lenses."

Hardy's own comments on pessimism are

found in his personal wtings.

In the General Pr€:ece to

TESS of the D'Utuvj.lJes, he says he has never attempted
a consistent philosophy.

He is aware that his imaginative

attempts have been cal7

uessimistic, but they are merely

an attempt to explain eYperience.
particular aspects of

He writes about the

rience that appeal to him4 but

he is aware that there are

hera.

Pessimism, Hardy said, is "a mere nickname with
no sense in it," but if it means "not to have been born
is best," it is not unacceptable, for optimism is sometimes
insincere.59

He feels strongly that i.e is a meliorjret

57Ty7o on a Tv(14:w .
:C.1
and Londcn: Ha-y' and Brothers Publishers, n.d.), Ceao. 1V, p. 35.
58Brennecke, Thqws Hardy's Uninrse, p. 141,
59Lois Deacon and eo:.criae Terry, Pr-evidence
Hardy
(Londent Hutchinson,
p. 20.
eee.

lg.
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and that his novels plead for humanity to r...', woman,
•r!

and all the animals.

Pessimism is, hardy admits, a way

of thinking that limits disappointment.

"Having reckoned

what to do in the worst possible circumstances, when better arise as they may, life becomes child's play."6o
Hardy's dry humor never penetrated the "inert crystallized
opinion, ne i as a r.ock"61 that the majority nreferred to
believe and Hardy turned to verse for his expression.

He

was weary of the "literary contortionists,.62 those who
used isolated words and phrases to condemn his entire works.
Weber says that if the distinction between philosophic:a pecsimism and sympathy over human euffering is
discerned Hardy may escape It.e label of peesimist.63
talent:, obviously lie in the depiction of tragedy.
Dryde;e

ede in "An Essay of Dramatic Pocey s

His

As

e ne find

their genius bending towards comedy; others towards tragedy.
Hardy was striving for the art of vraisemblance that mature
readers, weary of inaccurate representation_
sionately wished for.

life, pas-

Truth for him was "the just aim

of art."64

6°The Later Years, p. 91.
61
D. 57.
62T1,: d

e;
P. (F.

6
3Herdy in 1.11erIc:7,
64*,

242.

le -cience of Fiction." Life

t, p. 86.
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hardy's male characters seem to be a truthful representation of man, although his protagonists are drawn
from rarer forms of the species.

His women are frequently

too beautiful, too impuLsive, too sensuous, and too anxiously
awaiting one great love.

His men, while possessed with

their own aspirations, are far less emotional and better
vehicles for hardy's thought.

The construction of character

is a scientific procedure for hardy.65

The influences of

early training, social custom, and animate and inanimate
.4

nature form a perscnality whose fate has been decreed by
causes. Hardy seeks.

The individual's will is insignificant

as it is a tiny part

the huge Immanent Will, but there

is humanity in Hardy's characters.

Life seldem shows

them any sympathy, but they nevertheless cffer sympathy
to other living beirn which suggests hardy's ultimate
hope that life may he improve0 through the "idealistic
efforts of enlightened men."66
Those who find in Haruy an unredeemed hopelessness
have been satisfied with a sulaerificial appraisa1,

his

diamonds of hope, like his humor, are subtle and are mined
after the layers of hard rock are exposed.

In his poem,

4

"The Larkling Thrush,

66_
-

there is the blessed hope of the

urimsditch, cT,c7.t Novels, p. 27.

66

The phrase_
Univerro, p. 141.

and

Ervir'onrent in the

1- -,necke's, Thora$' u- rev'-
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thrush.

Hardy's view of the sacredness of all life la

essentially hopeful.

Nn living thing is discounted, for

even a thrush may be an acent of hope.

Hardy says in

this poem, "And T was unaware," for the carol of the
thrush has made him aware of hope.°

In the poem,

"A Philosophical Fantasy.' he says, "mindlessness, which
state, though far .rom ending, / may nevertneless be
5168
mendirg.
The unconscious force assuming consciousness
seems to be the final stage in the evolutionary process
that had always been in Hardy's mind.

A conscious Immanent

Will, the total of all wills, would surely create a proper
environment for

itil such an event, hardy's hcpe

lies in man himself.
The element of hope remained constant in Hardy's
thought as he attempted to define man's relationship to
nature and destiny and his place in a son'etimes indifferent society.

He (
2xpr
-

' his thought in the words and

actions of certain male L:haracters.

This thesis deals

principally with Gabriel Oak of Far. from the Lvdini7
Crowd, Clym Yeobright of The Return of the Native, Angel
Clare of Tess of the D'Urbervilles, Michael Henchard of

67 Essc,: .tsems, p. 215,
68

Th
ter. /ears, D. 253. This poem originally
.cypearea in the Fortnightilv Review, January, 1927. Krs•
hardy says that her husband liked to publish a poem oi
this typn arou
the first of the year.
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The bay_o_z: of Casterbridpe, and Jude of Jude the Obscure.
These characters have maor roles in the novels and are
vehj.clel; for Hardy's thought in that they each deal with
tti, vital ideas of his personal philosophy.

CHAPTER II
GABRIEL CAKt

THE PATIENT SHEPhERD

Gabriel Oak of Far from the Iv:adding, Crowd (187
4)
is the patirnt shepherd drawn from hard
y's childhcod and
Biblical readings who respects all living
things and understands nature.

With a calm steadfastness he wins Bath-

sheba, his first love and the new heir
ess, when she recognizes the worth of his honorable and
selfless love.
He lifts himself out of undeserved adve
rsity by his intelligence and industry and wins a favorabl
e response from the
Victorians, for his story ends with
the suggestion of nope.
"Shepherd Uak," Hardy said, "I knew well
as a
boy." for he had observed the Engl
ish laborer who predated
the industrial revolution and survived
by his own hard
work and inr,enuity.69 Lak is also
fashioned from the first
book Hardy learned, the Bible.
Certain of tee classical
allusions, such as Gabriel's calling
his sheep and making
the same sound "as when the sailors
invoked the lost Hylas
on the lysian :Alore" appear artificially
ntroduced, but
the frequent Biblical allusions appe
ar
as when

60
-Carl J. Weber. Introduction,
r frem the 1,:aedinr.
Crowd (Cxford University Press,
19:37), p. xi.
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Gabriel left Bathsheba "in placid dignity as :oses left
the presence of Pharach."70

The Old Testament quotations

and allusions appear twice as often as references to the
New Testament in this novel where all the humble inhabitants know the Bible.71

Like Hardy, they sense a closer

affinity with the ancient stories.
Gabriel is Hardy's only character who shows a sin72
nere reverence for God.

He has overcome a boyish dis-

like for the Bible and nc•vi reads it regularly.
in Cpd but probably not in Christian dogma.

He believes

In this novel

Hardy shows the beginnings of the philosophers' effect on
He still has

his work.

he "Christian temper," but re-

fuses tne "Christian consolation."73

Cak has both, for

.iathsheba saw him kneel and Dray while she stood before
house.

In this same chapter (XLIII) Bathsheba falls

fearfully to her knees after viewing the dead Fanny, a
llaid in Bathcheba's hous,,, and her illegitimate child, and
Anen froy, Fanny's lover. and Bathsheba's husband, comes
pon the scene, he sinks upon his knees in remorse.

It

is as though Cak has begun a chain of prayer that does
70 Beadh, The Tertnicue of Thomas Eardv, n. 52
71Weber, Hardy of We:-se:, p. 65.
2Duilin, Thlrals hrv, p. 212.
73Eerren Evans. = atroduction, rr from the 1:.hor2i.hr
Crowd (Greenwich, Conn. s I•awcett Publications, Inc.,
frc7•: the novel refer tn the
p. x. All quot:-_t
Oxford text,

175),

•
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er

t he has no occanot recoil upon him, for from this poin
sed with dicnity
sion to blame God. He is a figure bles
it is a di6:.ity
reinforced by his faith, or perhaps
"74
human soul.
"born of an instinctive regard for the
, for eventually all
In this regard hardy remains constant
rest in man.
his hope originally posited in God will
esiastes.
Oak has learned his lessons from Eccl
ession of love,
When Bathsheba laughs at his first expr
g to give his days
his bearing is that of "one who is goin
"75 in this book of
and nights to Ecclesiastes forever.
and wisdom, and
the Bible all is vanity except patience
(A:calitio charthese virtues form the basis of hardy's
unpolished
he is the homely, uneducated, and
76 me is thorough and
natural man that hardy likes best.

acter of C,ak.

re in 113
efficient, traits that Hardy came to admi
ings with the various trades.77

4

deal-

Oak's patience is exhib-

his v-Isdom is the
ited in a nerveless self-restraint, and
's and t!-ten a farmer's
acquired knowledFe of first a shepherd
manifold responsibilities.
of his flock
Shepherd Oak's tender consideration
minor T,oint in hardy's
symbolizes another important though
74Beach, The Technique of Thomas

t-

55.

- r from the i, adding Crc‘rr',
75F
76Duffin,

r:cman rrdv,

D.

25.

in the
77Crimc.ditch, Character nri :'nviront
:cove]-, p. 166.
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total philosophy.

Just as he respects all human beings

regardless of the social or material wcrt
h accorded them,
hardy believes the lowest animal deserves
his pity.

A

cold day causes worry about the birds and othe'
• creatures,
and he feels a sp.dness that sheep must end in
mutton.78
He saw the common origin of all the
species as necessitating
a "readjustment of altruistic morals by enla
rging as a
necessity of rightness the application of what
has been
called 'The Golden Rule' beyond the area
of mere mankind
to that of the whole animal kingdom."79

When Oak's sheep

break through the hedge and lie mang
led below, he thinks
first of their misery and then his own
loss representing
ten years' labor.
Hardy expresses his belief in the identity
of man
and everything that lives in nature in "The
Wind Blew
Words":
Dumb figures, wild and tame
,
Yea, too thy fellows who abound. . .
They are stuff of thy own frame.80
Oak has this essential identification.

He chooses to be

a part of the common life and is one of Hard
y's characters

"Lan ffori the
notes 3, 4.

79The 'atey

dding CrovA, Chap. V,

p. 141.

°Stevenson, Darwin Amorxr the Poets.
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who is willingly

ersed in nature.

As Hardy's best

rural character, he lives in dail cont
y
act witn nature
and experiences its ennobling
82
influence.

hardy is

aware that nature os .isolation may resu
lt in the ennoblement of character, but it may also
cause personal degeneration.83 Jude, many of hardy's
women, and several minor
characters do not identify with natu
re. It is a positive
element in Oak's life, and it rein
forces his patient outlook. It is "nature's way" to wait
for the right time.84
Oak grows slowly as does everything
in nature and with a
serene persistence that permits an incr
edible rise in his
fortunes. He views his own progress
with the same patient
foretearance that he waits for wheat
to grow cr for thp
lambs to drop their ewes,
to bear on sll livi-

he sees the suffering brought

things.

Here as in

,e other Wessex

novels, Hardy implics that all of natu
ie suffers alike and
should share the bond of sympathy
as a prelude to acts of
kindness.
Hardy knew that actions more trut
hfully define
man's beliefs than verbal expressi
ons.

Oak "would as soon

have thought of carrying an odor
in a net as of attempting

4.!

81
-Lascelles A!:,ercrombie, Thomas hardv:
Sritical
Study (New York: !..1)ssell and Russ
ell, 1964)
--, p. 17:47
82
-Grimnditch, Tharacter and Environm
ent in the
Novels, p. 68.
4

84Duffin, Thomas Hardy,
P• 13.
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to convey the intangibilities of his feeling in the coarse
meshes of languae."85

It could be said cf Oak, a

it was

later said of Bathsheba, that his conduct is his philosophy.

Oak, disappointed in Bathsheba's indiscretions and

her refusal of him as her lover, translates his love for
her into service and appears almost solely responsible
for the succesful management of her farm.
lirdy's wisdom has its roots in the natural, agricultural setting of Wessex where he first learned by lishe sounds of trees and observing the animals.

tening to

The advent of the railroads brcke the continuity of exthe molds of the Dorset rustics, but Gabriel

istence

Oak is a p -oduct of this near extinct way of life.

He

communed Isth the stars, the winds, and the creatures of
Wessex fol his education.

Sensing the animal signs of a

storm, a cisterlded toad, a garden slug creeping iLdoors,
and a prou: of huddled sheep, Gabriel secured the c3rn
and barle;; i:rom ,
, estruction.

Natural phenomena had A

distinct m-aning for Oak just as the stars told
time at night.

the

In an inexpressible way, he acknowledged

the beauty of nature, but as a practical man, he reacted
to the tr-u r

given him.

His education, although acqired

in a natur

peritted him to operate successfully

on sheep

ve we counsel to other farmers.
r

-

- thc- i.ladd.!7.7 Crowd, Chap. III,

19-20.
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Love, a less comprehensible force than nature,
is working in Oak's life, and he survives its fury because
of his patient strength.86

Hardy said love "whirls away

the reason" and diaillusionment is always a possibility.87
Cak wins Bathsheba, but not until she has encouraged one
man and married another and somehow caused the destruction
of both.

ardy attributes Oak's lack of success at first

to his "one -and-a-half Christian characteristics too many:
his humility and a superfluous moiety of honesty."88

Ac-

tually uak's eocility and candor earn him Bathsheba's disdain.

He has no preparaticn for the physical attraction

that is responsible for the beginning of lave, and he does
not guess the Potential problems.
who proclaims the evils of love.89

It is Sergeant Troy
Basically the diffi-

culty seems to lie in men falling in love ,A.th the wrong
woman, and ir
problem

the bagnning it seems Oak

1 other of Hardy's Wessex rales

1 share this
Oak's patience,

however, arovides time to allow the camaracrie (which
develops through the shared experiences of washing sheep
and saving ricks fram the storm) to form a sound basis
86Bergen
Evans, introduction, Far from the Madding
Crowd, p. ix.

87

arvey C..a-tis Webster, On a
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1947),
pp. 130-33.
,e8„

-r,D71 tho Madding Crowd, Char— IV, D. 30.
, a Darkling Plain, pp, 107-108.
.a.
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for his n=iage.

Hardy creates a plausible romance

between two peuple who seem to have found good fellowship and love in the pursuance of similar objectives.90
hardy is seeking a realistic marriage formula,
and he has perhaps found it.

Love plus the experience

of workinp, together equals the hope for a happy marriage.
This does not preclude the pessimistic statement:

"It

appears that ordinary men take wives because possession
is not possible without marriage, and ordinary women accept husbands because marriage is not possible without
possession."91
of his ,ime.

This idea is characteristic of hardy and

It reveals the "biological basis of Hardy's

sexual pessimism."92

Oak is nevertheless an illustration

of a less pessimistic outlook on marriage.

Patience has

led him through the steps of knowing his and Bathsheba's
rougher sii.es of character and the comradeship of association.

These are the circumstances that devi.Jop a "love

which is strong as death."93
Circumstance is important in Hardy's novels.
is a crucial factor in the characters' fate.

It

Hardy be-

lieved that fate was indifferent to a man's merits.
Henry Fray, disappointed over not being r,
.r.rc,inted bailiff
"Beach,

The.

Technicue of Thos harth, p. 60.

%1?ar from the kaed::.- !, Crowd, Obap. XX. p. 122.
92
Webster. On a Dan:lin:7 Plain, 7. 109.
9:
;Yar from the kadding Crowd,

p. 377.
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of 1-,athsheba's farm, says, "Your lot is your lot, dl.d
Scripture is nothing; for if you do good you don't Lot
rewarded according to your works, but be cheated in some
94
mean way cut of your recompense."

George's son would

share this philosophy, for his fate is that of "dogs and
other philosophers who follow out a train of reasoning to
its logical conclusion and attempt perfectly consistent
95
conduct in a world made up so largely of compromise."
Oak has himself stocked a sheep farm after ten yea-:s of
industry and loses them all in the brief space of time it
takes George's son to herd them as far as they would go
and this was into a ravine, but Oak is unique amcng
Hardy's male characters in that ne wins the struggle
against fate.96

He accepts the loss of his sheep and

tiathsheba's refusal of his love and then mcves on to the
next episode in his life.

Oak's strong character and

lack of excessive ambition equalize the odds betwee71 him
and fate.

He does not permit the loss of his own sheep

farm to defeat him, and he does not acknowledge an ambition for fate to disappoint.
battles with fate.

he compromises rather than

Neither does he permit nature to con-

trol his destiny, for his fearless reaction to her most

Chap. V, p. 35.

ebt7L r, On

p. 11g.
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disruptive moods suggests neither evas
ion nor Schopenhauer
resignation, but rather an ability
to forestall seemingly
unavoidable destruction.

He twice saves Bathsheba's farm

from fire and water.
Hardy said fate was indifferent, but Oak
receives
the blows of fate as if he were the targ
et for someone's
well-aimed arrows.

Lik

other Victorians, Hardy was under

the influence of Darwin, but not read
y to cease blaming
some Creator or Cause for the pain infl
icted on the world's
97
creatures.
The Victorians loved Far from the bladding
Crowd. They liked the suggestion tha
t "God might be there."98
Cak was a pure creature, unbroken
and unspoiled whose love
for Bathsheba was !pore of the spirit
than the flesh. Nothing
in the novel seercd to c fend the Vict
orian nicety co_ erning sex. Apparently the "ignoble stri
fe"99 of the novel,
the betrayal, deat,
urder that occurs, are not .,:fficient to disturb 4.Le , ctorian comp
osure. The social
criticism of this novel is unobtrus
ive. Oak shows concern
for Fanny and overss her burial,
but only a dog (the most
noble canine in hr,giish fiction'00)
was on hand to help
97Du1fin, Ths Hardy, p. 343.
98Tbi d.,
99GrirnsL
Novels, p. 161.
1°0Brenn-

1.3.racter and Environncn
ardv's Universe, p. 84.
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her wher she was alive and
destitute.

Even the "new

woman" represented by Bathsheb
a comes on the scene -11most
unobserved, but she has already
made her appearance in
A Doll's House.'
The Victorians were aware of the
hone held forth
in the novel.

Hardy's view of life is more balanced than

in his more pessimistic works,
and tragedy does not overcome all hanpiness.102 The forc
es of chance and natural
law operate to cause the loss of hope
, but there are men
and women ingenious enough to expl
ore alternatives and
to advance in new directions
if old courses are blocked
off. Oak loses his sheep far
m, but he becomes baiTiff
to two much larger farms and fina
lly the manager of both.
Like Hardy. Oak has a patience
with life that enablos him
to meet misfortune and go forward
with a miaimum of regret.
He is far from the ma.'ing crow
d in that he leads an ag,ricultural li_fe and he is more awar
e of creatures in pain
than of himself, but he is a part
of Weatherbury which is
crowded with all the existing
human passions, an ample
stage for Hardy's drama of
life.

301Grjrnsujth
H7,ve1a, p. 161.
102-14,
ebster,

eaarcter and Pnvironolent in 1411
ri

Darklinc-.: Plain, n.

08.

CHAPTER III
CLYM YEOBRIGHT:
ii

THE MODERN MAN

The Return of :the L\I„tive (1878), the ancient
of Clym Yeobright's face suggest a classical

and biblical ancestry, but his mind is assimilating the
new scientific ideas forced on Hardy and his contemporaries,
and his facial expression reveals a conflict.

As a native

of the heath, Clym's life is closely interwoven with
nature.

This relationship permits Hardy to express his de-

terministic theory that man's destiny is somehow formu
lated
by hur:an and external nature with chance and
circumstance
cuag une.4plained deviations.

Ti.e strong overtones of

pessimism that such a theory invokes are barely light
ened
by the Victorian concession of a harpy ending, but Hardy
's
meJiorisr

faintly perceptible

i the character of Clym.

Hardy says Clym's face is the "typical countenance
of the future, for the modern face will bear the "mark of
mental concern."103
His _
the CI-et

he thinks of Clym in classical terms.

.ace may inspire a future cJil.:.;sical artist like
_ _rotor Pheidias,

1°3Ple Return of t17- N:.;„
Square .ress, Inc., 1939), b
- ook 1_
All fuher references refer to 436

mA faces may become
York 1
Waf:hinEton
:,;.cp. I, p. 189.
,oition.
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an anachronism.

Hardy compares Clyn with Homer, for he

says that their fame was due to the
situations.

dents of their

Clym is an "Aneas" as he carries his ailing

mother across the heath, and at the end of the novel his
mouth settles into an expression like that of Oedipus.
Hardy seems to strain for the classical and Biblical allusions that cast Clym into an ancient mold.

He is called

a John the Baptist, for he is a forerunner of the truth,
but he walks like Ahimaaz and speaks with Job's words, "I
104
have made a covenant with mine eyes..
Hardy's covenant is with man.

he promises him

that Aeschylus' suspicions that all men must endure wrongs
are true.

Having identified Clym with the past, hardy

places him in the position of a min who must deny his
heritace and accept the truth.

Like

arauel, man may still

seek cut the Witch of Endor, but the truth is in the
scientists' definition of the natural

Disillusion-

ment follows the belief that natural laws are indifferent
to men, and once the excitement over Darwin's theory
abated, Hardy, like the poet James Thomson, reluctantly
bowed down to "universal laws" that never had shown any
105
particular individual "cruelty or k_indners, love or hate."
104The
Return of the Lot_

Chap. 1 11.

n. 451.
104
-"The City of Dreadful NiFht, Poetry of the
uckley and
Victorian Period, ed. by Jeromt::
George Benjamin Woods (Glenview, Illinc*.! Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1955), p. 595,
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Clym is Hardy's modern man whose worn face reflects
the resignation that has replaced a former exuberance.106
In Clym, Hardy transforms traditional beliefs to respect
for scientific truth, but not without some ironic expression.1°7
.70
b

he says that Glym realized but did not reflect

long over his unfortunate dilemma, for all but the sternest
natures invent excuses for the power that makes them weep.108
Hardy suggests the idea that the First Cause may be less
than the things caused, for he believed that man's consciousness is greater than that of his creator.

Such an hypothe-

sis tends to give Clym the look of one who accepts life as
an endurance to be born without the former consolation of
a Beneficient Diety.
Hardy's submission to natural laws requires a reexamination of man's i--.titutions.

Clym's education, con-

sidered superfluous by te natives, gives him aspirations
beyond his opportunities which will be limited to itinerant
preaching.109

In Paris, he bad observed that all is vanity,

and he returned to the heath to live plainly and study in
order that he might some day teach the natives "the simple

106Chew.
Thorra

,r,rdv Pret p_nd Novelist, p. 41.

107
Brennecke,
108

,

14z ,

p. 434.
10Q-

Ihomr17

Universe,

D. 45.

ive, book VI, Chap. I,

Poet

nd i•ovelist, u. 41.
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ways of the spirit."110
4

Thomas Hardy sees public education

propagating kncwledge and ways to acquire material acquis
itions but failinF to stimulate man to an increased
awareness of human suffering.

This he has Clym attempt in this

novel, and he records his slow progress.
1

It is ironic that love causes Clym a serious setback in his noble pursuit of a teaching career.

"Love for

Hardy is the supreme end of all things in the sense that
any other consideration must be discarded so that its
greedy appetite be satiated" is one critic's explanation.111
Hardy gives Clym intelligence, but allows Eustac
ia, the
love goddess, to force all reason from his mind.

"Hardy

takes a savage delight in suggesting that we are really
but pawns, quite unable to obey rational instincts,
swayed
by vaFue and treacherous emotions..112

Hardy's delight

is in speaking the tauth, and for him, no mortal
is quite
capable of handling love.
ardy's belief that a happy marriage can only exist
when two people share similar motivations is not upset
by
Clym and Eustacia.

He places the two lovers in situations

where they encounter one another, and he never doubts
the
110Beach,
111_
.draybra

richnicue of Thomas hardy, pp. 80-51.
Theras Hardy and His Philosophy,

11
2Ibid., pp. 26-27.
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inevitability of the development of physical love when
two pecble of the opposite sex are often together, but
the incongruity of this match becomes obvious.

Eustacia

is the essence of woman and Clym is the essence of man,
and a bond between these two can succeed only if they
have no differences,113

The differences were irremediable

since Eustacia had the romantic vision and Clym's modern
outlook forbade all but a realistic view.

Clym's dedica-

tion to plain living and high thinking was met by her
desire for the vanities of Paris.

It was impossible that

they would ever live and work together.114
•

Eventually Clym is alone on the heath, a small
speck against the vast space cf heath and sky, calling
for a reassessment of human values, but his voice is
barely discernible against the indifference of society,
Hardy's concessien to the Victorians involved -crmitting
the lesser characters, Diggory Venn and Thcmcrlin

cobright,

to marry with the prospect cf happiness, but the novel did
not generally please.

Critics said it spoke of the grati-

fication of the passions and it was less amusing than
Hardy's earlier nove1s.115

Hardy suspected that -.11e Vic-

torians were not realy for Clym's messaf7c.

m}.
11

p. 18

bid.

115Rutland, Thcmas

p. 177.

He sai,A that

Ij
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"successful propagandists have succeeded because the doctrine they bring into form is that which their listeners
have for Lire time felt without being able to shape..116
Clym's idea of encouraging culture and deprecating material
enrichment was foreign to Victorian society and therefore
unacceptab e.
Hardy's loss of faith in social progress might have
accelerate, his pessimism,117 for indifferent nature did
not notice man's quandary, and men seemed not to care to
exercise whatever power they had to make the world better.
Clym is "not a single mortal writhing on the toasting-fork
of fate," but acts out his drama on "a wider puppet-stage
with the devil visibly at work on a greater complication of
strings.“l18

His defeat is brought about by a series of

chance h„spuenings.

He falls in love and marries after

chance ree-AT:gs with Eustacia, 1ore7 his sight during his
self-study, does not send a letter to Eustacia in time,
and sleeps Lhiough his mother's knock at his door.
shows how Jittle we can help ourse1vec,.119

Hardy

Clym has

Hardy's in elligent and serious regard for the blows of
]26The Return of the Native, Book III, Chap. II,
(-,1.):3ter, On
1)

•

u.

a

Dark]in

P

120.

Thomas Hardy, p. 19O,

11 9braybrooke, Thomas Hardy 1..r.d His Philosophy,
p. 27.
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fate, but he has the strength to strug
gle against the
indifferent forces, for his noble nature is brave
almost
without his being aware of it.120
tually rewarded,

His fortitude is even-

or he escapes drowning and is permitted

to preach his ethical doctrine to the heath
neople.
Early in life Hardy was influenced by Puddletown
Heath which he (:alled Egdon in The Return, and he
imagined
it might have been the heath of Lear, the tradi
tionary
King of Wessex. -2-

Clym walked the heath alone and "the

past seized upon him with its shadowy hand, and
held him
there to listen to its tale...122

Clym was literally a

part of the heath, the past and the present.

As a native

son, a preacher of the inhabitants, or as
a furze cutter,
he is one of those men assimilated by the
hcath to its
123
likeness.
Har6y said Clym was "not more distinguishable
from the scene arou:Id him than the green cater
pillar from
the leaf it fecth; on."124 Clym responds to
heath's
magnetism engendered by early association and
aLso to the
heath's primal strength.

He comes home, for he believes

120Crim
• dLtc
h, Character pnd Environment in
Ilat
Novels, p. 62.
acdY of Wessex, pp. 5,
p. 434.

i.

122Thn '1.1;.urn
of the Nr.tive, Bork
123Beach, Tha Technioue of Thomas Hardy,
p. 99.
rn of the Native, Book

D. 314.
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ht can te useful to his own kind whom he loves.

He has,

Hardy says. a "mental luminousness that must be fed with
the oil of life,"125 and Cly:1 returns to the isolation of
the heath to draw upon it

quiet strength.

Hardy is near his conception of the Immanent Will
in this novel as nature e':erts impersonal and indifferent
cLntrol over Clym and the other characters.126

Egdon

"determines the characters," for "it feels, it speaks,
and it slays."127

It is a living organism incorporating

a21 the wills of its universe, and an individual's will is
insignificant and illusory.

The human will may feel free,

bl_t it is entangled and thwarted by external forces.128
The external force represented by the heath may be seer as
a vocal and dominant antar,onist.129

It resists cultivation

ev2n as the individuals resi:zt the culture Clym wishes to
teach, but Clym is a tiny pa7- 1 - nd his will is subordinated
tc the whole.

He is perr:tte:: to preach, for the people

kr,:w his story and listen out of sympathy or curicsity.
His out-of-doors tabernacle is always at the mercy of the
climatic conditions of the heath.
125Tbid., Hook lI
126Webster,

Chap. VI, p. 156.

Lu a i)r}

127Duffin, Thoma

The alliance of human

Har

Plain, p. 225.
P. 32.

12Echew, Thomas hardy Fret and Nevr.71!7t,
p• 40.
129Duffin,

Harci,L, p. 128.
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and external natur, is seen in The ?eturn, for the same
force governs both.-30

Neither is free, for even nature

comes under the d:-:-inion of the will.

Hardy labels this

ill in The Dynasts where his 17cattered

force the Immanen.

impressions come :Tore nearly to resemble a system of beliefs.
In The ,lie - urn, Hardy dramatized his impression of
heir consequences in an inadequate

human longings and
world.

He gave this novel the "structural likeness to a

play . . . with one issue throughout the piece . . . which
binds together act to act, and maintains suspense at a
white heat."131

.1t is Eustacia's longing fo

.7piritua1

expansion, the incidents that lead to her oisappointment
Clym's parallel movement th-eu::h the

and her suicide.132
novel carries the

- ame force on an intellectual, rather
A., as he desires cultural expansion

than an emotional
for all the nativr

He faces cruel physical disappoint-

ments, out instead

f suicide, he reconciles himself with

life and accepts af

alternative to his original ambition.

The theme centering in Eustacia gives critics the
basis for their conclusions regarding Hardy's pessimism.
"The iandscape

obscured by the heavy mist of doubt,

and the mortals who v,ander about this
13°Breir.c.;kc, Thomas Hardv't; -n_vt
0
'
74

up
132Ibid.

,

90-91.

-Ipl.ar to
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be governed by a cruel chance that vives them no option
as to the direction of their wanderings." -33

The theme

41.

surrounding Clyn offers a faint hope.

"The hero himself

does not go down into utter darkness, and one may imagine
there is as yet before him much opportunity of finding
a serener and more satisfactory world."134
Hardy does not suggest that Clyn is happy, and he
.i.ves him only a measure of ccntent.

He seems to say that

man is "tortured by natural law, unrealizable desires,
circumstance, and chance," and he stands "azainst a background inimical to man, in a time out of joint."135

Clym

stands alone on Rainbarrow to preach moral lectures that
may be inspiring or insignificant, but no great thoughts
or great deeds result without crude enthusiasm.136
clings to the idea that man ha

Hardy

the potential for greater

awarenes, and Clym representshi

stubborn fidelity to

his conviction.

133Pn=vbrcoke,

—

rj.f,

p. 156.
134Duffin, Thomgs Ear,'
135Webster, Q
,
136Th0 .L,7r)v
jJ.fe, p. 159.

Pp. 124-125.

CHAPTER IV
HENCHARD:

MASCULINE LAGNITUDE

Michael Henchard of The Mavor of Casterbridpe
(.1. -6) is Hardy's strongest character in a physi
cal
senao.

His bull-like strenc:th emanates from a large

frame.

His forceful and inflexible personality seems

to originate from an ancient past of strong, bold men.
He enters unwillingly into the progressive competition
that has crept into Casterbridge, but he will not be
modernized.

His character is fixed, and he loses all

that has been real to him--his God, his marriage, his
daughter, and his dignity--to an inscrutable fate, but
the sheer magnanimity of his char-- iter prevents a final
pessimistic judgment, for Henchard is not without the
qualities necessary for human amelioration.
In creating Henchard, Hardy turns to the Old
Testament narratives of once powerful men who had to
accept humiliation.

Saul and the young David are recalled

to dramatize Henchard's relationahin with Donald Farfrae.13
7
117•
-'Julian
1::oynahan, "The
;or of CasterbridEe
and the Old Testament's First Book of Samuel: A Study of
Solze Literary Relationships," ?MIA, LXX1 (I,!arch,
195(
.).
11b-130. All comparisons of Saul and Henchard In this
passage were sufgesed by 1,oynahan.
46
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Henchard is drawn to Farfrae as Saul was to Daviu by a
natural affection and unreserved admiration.

David slew

Goliath and Farfrae restcred Henchard's blichted corn.
David and larfrae both were foreigners in a strano
the
country, and both had musical ability that attracted
The young men were confident,

attention of the older men.

handsome, of slight build, and had the charm that leads
and
to popularity, but after a period of time, Henchard
Saul's affection for their

proteg4s

became suspicion,

envy, and finally hatred.
-.74 directly compared henchard to Saul when he
said, "cncLard felt like Saul at his reception by Samuel."138
Like Saul who visited the Witch of Erdor, Henchard was superstitious and visited the weather prophet.

'.3oth men went

secretly to their seers, but Henchard, unlikc
receive the truth.

;id not

rj,r. Fall's weather prediction was in-

accurate, but Saul was no less unfortunate when the Witch's
prophecy 0i his death and that of his sons came true the
next day.

In a sense, Henchard began to die after his

and
visit, for he speculated on the bad weather forecast,
onhis business, his home, and his important human relati
ships slipped away frem him.

Farfrae, like his Biblical

counterpart, David, succeeded his master and

S

title,

zan
A Stcr 21
of csisterbridres
Inc.,
Press,
Square
go'.
of CtItilcte.r, (New Yor?: Wash
1956), Chap. ".U.V1, p. lec.
138T.
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hardy chose Job, Cain, and Samson to fill out
the portrait of Henchard.

On a trip to Jersey Henchard

had become ill and depressed and his friendship with a
young woman, Lucetta Templeton, has larsed into intimacy.
Remembering that time he said, "Like Job, I could curse
the day that gave me birth."139

Lucetta, whom he con-

sidered morally his, refused his offer of marriage and
eloped with Farfrae.

Although he was only Elizabeth-

Jane's stepfather, Henchard came to think of her as his
daughter, and when he left her, he said to himself, "I
--Cain--go alone as I deserve. But my punishment is not
140
When Farfrae took Elizabethgreater than I can bear."
Jane for his second wife, Henchard returned on her wedding
day, but her rejection caused him a deep humiliation and
.,
he thought of himself as a "Samson Shorn. 141

The Samson

image lays open Henchard's most distressinr, wound, the dispossession of his dignity, for Hardy r7A-ie this loss apparent in the episode of the King's visit to Casterbridge when
the once proud mayor was dragged away while trying to sa-

lute the royal party.

Henchard, like his Biblical predeces-

sors, was a mighty man who fell from a prominent place.

1;9
1.40
1

Tbid

Chan. XII, p. 77.

lb;.d., Chap. XLIII, p.
. XLIV, p.

21.
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!iardy's setting for this drama is Casterbridge,
and his leading character is cast as a hay trusser, a
corn and hay merchant, the mayor of Casterbridge, and
finally he is again a hay trusser.

This particular en-

vironment does not influence Henchard's descent if his
fate

sealed by his character as the novel suggests.

One critic says that Henchard's environment does not
cause a blight on his hopes, for his destiny would have
been the same elsewhere.142

Casterbridge has been the

scene of his success and failure, for at first the oldfashioned man and the town were in accord.

"Casterbridge

was in most respects but the pole, focus, or nerve-knot
..143
of the surrounding country life.

Hardy does not sep-

arate the town from the country, for Casterbridge, patterned

• his native Dorchester, is the heart or the

vital organ of this section of Wessex.

When Henchard,

again reduced to a hay trusser, lepves Casterbridge, he
insLincti7ely works in a circul.. :'attern with Casterbridge
as the renter.
Hardy sympathizes with Henchard, for his return
to the fields surrounding Casterh
and financial loss.
sing a!:.

'outs hay.

Unlike Yee

4_dge is a prestigious
t, Henchard does not
of Farfrae, hen-

Until the

chard'; C,terbride was an " 1:.--orld town," whose quiet
-1-42Ch pw,
.

Thomas lird.y. Pot

..i./(„r, Chap. IX,

and 1;ove1ist, p. 47.
60.
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spirit and past life was evident in the old Amphitheater
and other remnants of a Roman civilization.144

Farfrae

is the man of scientific methods who makes Henchard'.; rule
o'thumb measurements obsolete.

Henchard eventually ac-

knowledges the new course of things, but unlike Hardy, he
does not accept them.

He is a strong reminder that Hardy's

own acceptance of evolution, the development of new patterns, was painful.

Hardy's final point is that henchard,

a good man, was disappointed; but the happy men, not necessarily the best men, are in harmony with their environ145
ment.
Hardy's Henchard han an inflexibility that prevents
submission to environment, and Hardy has a deep sympathy
for this man who is subdued by an undefinable power.
chard, a bit superstiti -

rejects the idea of a usnister

intelligence, n146 for he
natural causes.

Hen-

-er: his problems developing from

r:ardy dc.-

not view the will or governing

force as either sinister ir intelligent, for the will is
unconscious and impartia3.

If Henchard is a victim of the

rack with the gods laughing louder and louder,147 it is
the ironic result of a blind force that indiscrimina-Lely
144Crimsditch,
Novels, p. 144.

,
_ 7tamand Environment in 4,..e

1451bl d., n.
1.
146ma W.avor,

(27VO.

147Braybrooke, -'P.

‘‘'

39.

.i)C, p. 124.
,
,
trc!,, ;and, -1;.;s PhilcrorL

f;1
picks a good man for Ccoction.

hardy may not "dogma-

responsible,.148 but

i_se who cr what is

it clear that henchard is a victim of a process that has
created him and then placed him in an incompatible environment without recourse to spiritual help.

Henchard may

rake a vow to God to abstain from drinking, but beyond a
superstitious fear, he has no real piety, and his liZe be1

comes an endurance cf misery.

In commenting on Henchard's

comparison with Cld Testament figures, Robert Kiely says
there is this difference:
him Lhenchard].

"The eye of the Lord is not on

It is not on anybody."149

ioral retribution substitutes for the wrath of God
in Its.

La:Lan.

hardy has Henchard sell his wife and fail

to achieve atonement for this amazing action.
sympathy with those who

rry and find a conflict 1-)tween

their natures was seen i'
dissolves his marria

Hardy's

elipturn, but here henchard
economic reasons.

Marrio•:,e is

considered in relation to society in this novel, but it
is an implied quarrel with the social order rather than a
specific staterent.150

Henchard has married and conceived

too early, and his low p:ace in the existing social order
4

makes his wife and child a burden to him.

A

Later when he

148 . .
2 h1d.
149.,
•
V iison
and Viewpoint in The 1.:avor
lialeteonth Ckfyiturv ?lotion, CCM (1973-1962),
197.
150

Rutland, Thov:s iardv, p. 214.
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is mayor he remarries Susan without hesitation.

he sees

marriage as a binding ccvenant even though he has no personal desire to remarry his wife.

His motives are "con-

scientious and alnost mcrbidly sacrificial."151

lhe sac-

rifice was not sufficient, and sometime later a ragged
old wcman who witnessed the sale reappeared to cause the
mayor's complete downfall.

She was the once white-aproned

proprietress of the tent where Henchard purchased furmity,
an antique mixture of wheat, milk, and raisins laced with
gin, and then sold his wife in his intoxicated state.
Happenings that appear to owe their origin to
chance are actually necessary to the fcrecrdained chain
of events.152

hardy and Schopenhauer agree that a will

controls events, and that basically man is helpless.

In

the first part of The Dynasts Hardy has Napoleon say that
one must take the better with the worst "as -.mpish chance
or destiny ordaine,"153

Henchard has to accept the set

pattern of his desLiny which has resulted frem a combination cf his own character and chance cccurrences.
Hardy ha.s Henchard prove that the non-submissive
1c4
strong man falls like the oak tree.
' It is w.en:T.nard's
151
HwAti, :The Techninue of T.
152 r‘enneoke, Thomas
Earv'.
153IV,

v. 75.

;4

4

1J'

•Jj

1h-7,-!hnirsue pi- Inc,

103.
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hardy is faithful

nature to bi.f strong in his convictions.

to the nature he creates, and Henchard's actions are
probable; he is true to 1ife.155

His good nature, r=en-

erosity, and determination struggle with his obstinacy,
spite, and rigidity.156

He tries to atone for his wrongs

against Susan, Iucetta, and Elizabeth-Jane, but his bursts
.„

of temper and irrational decisions prohibit sincere amends.
Harr'y has given Henchard intelligence to create a
doubt that

n is totally responsible for his actions,

f.an trobably reacts, as did Henchard, according to his
nature or his internal constitution. -7

Henchard's ac-

tions belie the magnanimity of his seul, for his rash
henchard may have

temper operates from surface emotion.

an illorical mind,158 but it may be that hf,7 judgment is
temporarily ,:louded by an immediatc emotional response.
:tionh cool, his mind is aware
When his en,

his errors.

Henchard's 7.- agedy is linked to the tardy ref-lization that
his "stubborn pride and the passion of his will" allies
19 Henchard then lumbers
him with 1 his "pursuing fate.
4,
;

155Ibid.. p. 149.
1560

msdiIch, Character

jr7"

nd

.,vi"-cnren÷
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p. 170.
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throurh life making his cwn rules, but this does not spell
success, and like the we:, Ided bull, he is beaten by the
force of modern methods.
Nature, never par-uve in Hardy's novels, is indifferent to Henchard's misfortunes.

He is a smell speck on

the road to Weydon Priors, and when he becomes a corn merchant and the mayor, the ,Inpredictable weather ruins him.
For Henchard, nature is an "instrument of blind law.1s160
Hardy's view of nature is similar to Darwin's description
of plants and animals struggling to survive and increa
se.
A selection of the fittest by choosing the structurally
good omits any consideration of intrinsic qualitic:-, and
Hardy saw nature's plan for the continuation of life as
cruel rather than holy.161 Henchard does not surviv
e.
He is rejected by rtA

society.

Hardy did not create a hero for Victorian societ
y
in Nichael Henchard.

"never learned, it seem:.
:, the

polite art of favoring character to suit the public
Taste.
Hardy did not search for characteristics to make
Henchard
welcome among optimistic readers; he fashioned Henchard
after the truth.

Robert Louis Stevenson said, "Henchard
1
b-3
is a great fellow, 10,
but a reviewer said that tier:chard
160Grimcditch,
161 Webster,
162Beach,
163weber,

. - ;;--cter and Environment, r. 49.
Plnin, p. 1(1.

Tcchnicue of 'Thornrls 14.7trCv,
p. 163.
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was "self-willed rather
than unselfish."'"

By exposing

the irony of fate, Hardy
contradicts the belief that
charac ,er
molds circumstances aid tha
t man authors his
own salvation. He shows
circumstances overwhelming Henchard, for circumstances hav
e previously formed his char1
acter. 6- - hardy's courage
forbade his characters revealing anything but the truth.
He is still looking at the
worst that can happen to
formulate a way to the better
.
Hardy's ultimate hope lies
in arousing man's consciousness. ian's happiness
, he is saying, should not
be "the occasional episode
in a general drama of pai
n."'"
No man however fortunate
should lack sympathy for Her
chard's
fate. Hardy with his keen
sensilivity for all life anticipates a human response fro
m Henchard's story. The respore -ie is seeking is not
IT'r readers to sigh and say
that rienchard is better off
dead, but for them to understand the necessity of sho
wing kindness to every being
and t:
,
:e need for the awareness
that Henchard deserved more
than he received.

1- - 11Rutland,

.LLT(:v, pp. 1.9-199.

16c
Thorns
146T:ee

Cha
. p.

.
e. 332.

CHAPTER V

ANGEL CLARE:

VILLAIN OR VICTIM

In Tes of the D'Urbervilles (1891) Angel Clare
is nermitti to be a vehicle for Hardy's thought .rithout
receiving his Jastir7 approval as Michael }Tenchard does.
At first Clare is totally admirable and likeat]e.

In

contrast with his family, he is an enlightened and a more
natural human being,

His assessment of his father's re-

ligion in liht o

own broader views is accurIte

without being unkind.

Angel expresses perfectly Hardy's

conclusions concerning proximity, the fact of close association, and

-, exval attrnction.

seems to have escaped

In the beginnin'T. Glare

rattern laid dowr by fit- as he

shapes his own des', !y, 'put in choos1 ,7 Toss, he '.'as linked
his life wi , a bei.-..p; who, though innocent, has been as
surely pinpointed f

in and extinction as the twenty-

first crab in Browning's "Caliban upon Setebos."

"Let

twenty pass, and stne the twenty-first, / Laving not,
hating not, just enoosing so" (11. 102-103).1G7
Clare, through :
the non-holy
167

Angel

cn.1 and cultural J.L %taticns, aids
casually designed fur Tess.

--r1

,

the Victor: n
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Clare wore the livery of a dairy farmer, but it
was a costume worn while playing out his role as a student
farmer.

Hardy says that without such gear Clare's profes-

sional identity was impossible, but nothing could conceal
the fact that he is a gentleman.

;t is revealed in his

voice, his eyes, and his small thot401 decisive mouth.
Initially this youngest son of a plrson is comparable to
Clym YeobriEht in his lack of apparent concern for a 7naterially successful future and in his ability to inspire
confidence in his eventual accomplishments.

He is an

apt pupil displaying little or no condescension as he
learns a practical skill in an early version of on-thejob training.

Clare is obviously testing the theory of

practical education recommended by the Edinburgh pnd Westminster 'Review, in the first half of the nineteenth century
for the middle class.168
learns naturally by dot , the various jots cn
a dairy 1: r:., and he learns nature by observing the winds,
the mits, the sounds and silences 3f the different seasons.

The dairy during spring and summer offers a lush,

productive view of nature's abundance.
is

Talbothays' dairy

't disrupted during this period by any of nature's
!ve forces.

1h, .

dly 1 •7 produce are easi.::

1687,1-e v:Ictori:

rlic that taint one
d and ...1prooted.

thf?

C8
rain cones at the
ideal moment and gives
Clare an excuse
to sit close to Te
ss ,
z r3 they drive the milkwa
gon to and
from the train. The
calm meadows afford free
dem and
chance meetings when
they are desired. The da
iry seems
to reflect hardy's
youthful picture of natu
re in the poem
"To Cuter Nature."169
ere nature's purpose is
to give
pleasure to men. Ang
el Clare relaxes in the
pleasure of
nature he finds at
Talbothays. There is a
romantic atmosphere at the dairy
produced by nature and th
e right mixture of personalitie
s. As in the poem, it
is a nature
wrought by love. La
ter when Tess and Ange
l return to the
dairy, it is winter
and the farm has lost
the quality of
unreality.
Clare's educatien contin
ues in this natural
setting.
ie has been descri
bEd ee the second chap
ter es a "student
of something and
everyteIng.-170 When his
father -Tiscovered
that he was a stud
ent ef Dhilosophy, his
formal educion
ended and he was no
t ecnt on to Cambridge
where euch
education, the senior
Clare firmly believed,
prepared one
for the ministry.
Hardy, too, did not ente
r the ministry
and probably for mu
ch tJ e same reason as
Clare. ills and
Aneel's desire wae
educaticn for the glory
of man
169Wessex Proi-::,
IlLI aY;d. the Feeeei 'Brothers Publishfork*

4,,r04,V=40.1

z7rf- Other Verces: Poem
s of Das
- :eck and Lander.:
Harper and
76.

170Tes of
the ii"..frbervillee., A Pere
,
1:emen (New
The heritage Press, 1956
), Part i, Chap. II, p. 14.
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rather tan a Being whose existence they questioned.
Angel's and hardy's obection lay in the dogmatic (-lasertions of Christianity.

:e Epistle to the Hebrews is both

the basis for inflexible preachers like the senior Clare
and modern thinkers like Angel.

The minister has read

this epistle and perceives the power of faith; Hardy has
Clare grasp the reconstraetion element which suggests
that there are man-made rules which need examination so
that the truth may be made clearer.

For many Victorians

including Hardy who thought as Clare did, a melancholy
sadness replaced their less of their beliefs in a beneficent Diety.

In thi.e

,a;el, Clare's physical participa-

tion in outdoor work relieves the mental strain caused
by coming to terms with religious problems.
When Clare's e -

social prejudices were also

shaken, he saw the far7- - • and his workers in a different
light.

Hardy was born on the edge of the Heath, and he

was not in sympathy with those who labeled farmers as
"Hodges."

In "The Dorsetshire Labeurer,"171 Hardy recalled

the pitiful caricature called Hodge which subtracted
individuality from the labourer and left him a degraded
being with uncouth manners.
this slow, non-progree
he saw the workers as
for himself when he h!- e
171Life
4

d

Clare came to the dairy with

creature in mine,
Ta33viduals.

Here Har

-zany
r

'peaking

hlre become aware of ', ;(1 men
p. 20.
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and %omen as possessors of all the moods, sensibilities,
and views of men in other societies.
there is no "Hodge."
maids)-72

As Clare eoncledes,

There are only individual men and

Clare further learns that life at the dairy is

not a substitute for living, but it is a true microcosm
of life with none of life's dramatic magnitude omitted.
Angel was nevertheless given a separate place to eat his
mea7s.

He was considered a little higher than the ordinary

men who worked there.

Certainly he personified unattain-

able desire for the women.
sexual awakening.
the 7ictorians.

He was an instrument for their

Sex was not an item of discussion for

It wao -:omehow linked to the baser natures

of men and women.

Hardy, perhaps because of his Wessex

County background, saw sex as more natural.

he believed

that love was often physichl attraction naturany occurring
when a man and a woman aro often together.

Ar1e1 and Tess

gravitated towards ore another through a natural physical
response.

They convered according to an irresistible

law of nature.'"

It is a law indifferent to the fcct

that there is only one Angel to four women, Tess, and
three other dairymaids, Izz, Retty, and Marion.
ardy does not f7,1e Fanction to idealized marital
love in the Wessex nove
172Yeq,
173Webster, C s

is no moment

1(1-. a man

_7111. p. 137.
P1,171n, p. 176.
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and a woman realize that their love will exist forever.
Hardy's male characters are never carried away by love
beyond their reasoning power.

Even as sexual attraction

pulls them into marriage, as it did with Clym and Eustacia,
the man finds time to reflect, as did Clare, that "feeling
had indeed smothered judgment that day."174

"That day"

was the day he committed hinself to Tess.
Hardy communicates a fear of love as a permanent
f:,ntity.

He suspects human nature of betrayal.

Joan

Durbeyfield explains Tess' seduction as only nature after
11, and this same nature will betray Tess into still
,nother involvement.

He

marriage to Clare, despite 11r

love for him, will be more harmful than her first encounter,
'or social law punishes lcn7 after nature has dilrini7,hed
1.he pain of her seductis.

Hture does betray woli-!cri

birth even when thly 'r'eret their own birth.
Tess' regret for her birth has more to do with
disablin,F power tha

nature's.

She will forLet

f_ri of her life and yield to the temptation for p7easure
A -)art of Hardy's fear of such yielding is his convicticn
%nut a modicum of pleasure will be balanced by a measure
oC pain.
1e

Nature builds

77) a 1-lope for Tess that

atisfied, for Angel

society when

174Ter,s, 1-azt 1
175Webster,

41,

XXV, p. 163.
•

p. 177.

L not
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her and deems her unfit for wifehood.

Like other Vic-

torians he idealizes the woman he chooses to be his wife.
He protects her against himself during courtship, for she
wil.7 be the virtuous center of his home and a credit to
He sees in her both physical attractiveness and the

him.
.1,

germ of comradeship which Hardy ever recognizes as tanta't:o a hopefully happy marriage, and a happy marriage

mour

is rever more than a hope in Hardy': novels.

Clare forms

in his mind a person That the most selective, evolutionary
processes will not produce for several generations if at
all.
Hardy's interest in evolution centers in heredity
in this neve'.

Tess is a product of a once pretty ballad-

singing mother and a degenerate, used-up father from a
forl-er affluent family.

knrel df:•.spiE,es old families, for

he belLeves their vitality is gone, but he is instantly
impr=ssed by Tess' real nano.

hardy had prominent ances-

tors for whom he expressed neither sentir,ental concern
nor Y•nr7ret over their loss of p=1 ence.

He and Tess

have sprung from old families, and they have poetic
vitality expressed by Hardy in verse, and by Tess in her
naturalress.
by
nat7,
grew
mc

,

They are to some extent thought better of
is a process w,.ereby

for this fact,
1 selection choose
.

at random from historic back-

Angel Clare is the son of a. parson ond a pious
His sister mared a

[:..ry and his brothers
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became parsons, but he, although a product of the sae
stock, has become a freethinker and an independent farmer.
Heredity for rardy is the result of a scientific process,
nnd it cannot be explained in any other terms.
a.rdy scorned thc notion that ancestors provided
a viable memory.176

In t'cle poem, "The to-be-forgotten,"

, voices say that ancetors "are as men who have existed
nt. 177

he is not sun

that ancestors, even if worthy

men, can make a contribution to man's progress.

An ex-

cc!ption is a line he wrote on the death of George Veredith,
"His Lreredith's] words ving on--as live words will."17e
Hardy is clear that human tenderness or kindnes3 does
provide a hope for the amelioration of existence.

Beyond

t`le lipstract, unprovab,
.e &fects of heredity, there is
survival throuch
eharacteristics mechani

.,•11.11dren, but children inherit
not from parental wiss or

c..7:reful Plan.
Society tends tn base certain social laws on wrong
explanations of scientilc natural fact.
society's conventions
bappiness.179

Angel Cl;H-

and heredity, r

cause cf Tess' permanent unis not personally blamable.
are natural, affor/'.!

176Stevenscrl,
177
Wessex

Hardy sees

4-1'0 Poet-

Poe,

17 17)7rwin
179Webster,

Met-

p. 255.
Plain, p. 179.

Tuilt.
•259.
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It is society that labels them sin.

Clare, at first a

victim of this convention, shuts out Tess because Alec
D'Urberville responded to her sexual attraction and
followed an uncontrollable ure:e.

Alec is the villain,

not Clare, but since he is stupid and somewhat more understandable, he is frequently found less guilty by critics
than Angel.
code.

'el

Later Clare takes a new Look at the moral

Tas been an unwilline aveneer for society, but

now he will become an effective ccnvert to the reconst
ruction of society's moral laws.

As in religious dogma, he

sees that the dross of convention needs to be sifted out.
If Clare is a villain, :r1c: would have to have free
will.

Tess, of course, is moved inexorably to her fate,

and many times she speaks as though she has been told of
her ending.

Hal y's free will is

eeely more than an

illusion.

It is an almost mechanical continuance of

learned 1- •

evior,

Angel Clare's actions after Tess'

confession are . e.ose he has learned from childhood.
:oses had said a woman may be divorced if she is unclean
.
Free will is decidedly limited in 'Hardy's view,
but fate seems almost unlimited in the preciseness of its
inevitability.

It may result

k-.71 an inCifferent planner,

but the en..i resW.t has i:;amo-li?.c si.1e:;tions.18°

Hardy

herrinr
, cx -olaLlo fate to his Brov'li-eclass by he analogy of a model game where every play has
been deLerp.ined. One player is called red and the other
green. The instructions clearly et-I:, every rove that
each must take until the end ie
. The outcome is
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defined fate in the poems, "Doom and She," "The Bull181 Doom in the first
finches," and "The Sleep-Worker."
poem is fate, described as having no feeling and recognizing neither joy nor pain, right or wrong.

The "She"

is the blind creator who is asking Fate about her "claymade creatures,"182 whom she created by touch, that groan
oceaA.onally.

Receiving no answers, she sighs and broods.

In "The :=.1.111finches,

ft183

the "She" drowses and dreams in

an unknowing or unheedful state as her neglected children
get along without her protection.

In "The Sleep-Worker,"

the "She" or Mother is asked when will she awake and what
will be her reaction when she does awake.

Will it be shame

which will cause her to destroy everything, or will she
berin to correct the havoc wrought by her children when
left to their own devices.

Inference in these poems, and while there

shnre
pattern
TeL,6

? -te and the blind crer!

LIggested here, tho lives of Michael Henchanl and

t11.- .)eyfie1d suggest a course to ultimate doom.
flgel, through his unalterable nature, that hard

core of metal Tess had surmised in him, is the instrument
that assists Fate or the Fresident of the Immortals in
estalished before the o1y begins. (Lecture given
Mar. 13, 1972 at Baylor University.)
151Stevenson, Darwin Among the Foet,F1, pp.
L8211L
,usz Peer,

Ti.

•
D. 170.

165.
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accomplishing her undeserved destiny.
that Angel is only the

hardy is clear

7,!trument, and his part is insig-

nificant compared to tl!L universal harshness.

Human be-

ings have no power to alter the pattern of their
lives apparently except through human consciousness.

If Clare had

learned kind behavior from his Christian paren
ts instead
of scripture, he might have continued to be
a kind lo\,er
to Tess even though his mind was tormented
by thoughts of
her first lover.
Hardy's suppressed anger is clearly against
religion of the letter an

dogmatic social morality.

He is

suggesting religion of the 1.airit and a more natur
al morality.
As a beginning, hardy continually advoc
ates kindness to
people and to animals.

111e1 should have recognized that

Tess did not intend wrc

,

her capacity for ",:rowth -tad

regeneration"184 should 'ave (xceeded his ability 1a,
carry
out his Old Testament

udgmart.

Angel and society permit

everything to recuteraar, except maidenhood.185
will suffer even if her .

Tees then

nd had remained kind to her.

At no time in her life will society cease
to think of her
as a fallen woman.

Angel is a spokesman for society, for

he has too little "natas:r" in him.- Jaw, Tess was seduced,

Through a natural

trouEh natural law,

184
Bernard J. ::aris, "A Confusion of liaa
N 1'neteenth 2intury
. Fictl, XXIV (1969-1970),
mebster,
186Ibid.

nr,

Plain, p. 17.

.)uld

• ,adards,"
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have been healed.

If Christian law were practiced, she

would have been forgiven, but her fate was to suffer from
convention until death removed the society-decred sin.
The natural law that permits Tess' seduction operated
through her sexual ignorance and Tess is usually pitied.
Clare is more often despised; yet he is equally helpless
as he operates through an ingrained social law.

Care, a

fastidious man, is in love with an ideal that would eventually satisfy his parents.
another person to him.

Tess, after her revelation, is

She is a person whom he believed

would not win the approval of his parents.

This was then

his second disappointment, for the first was a teaching
career lost through the prejudices of his family.

Thomas

Hardy would not agree with Abercrombie's statement that
.ngel is genuinely odieus.167

hardy would have said Angel

is helpless both in his concern to liberate the mind of
the church and in his desire to free himself from society's
.1-onbound ccnventions.

,e are supposed to adnire Angel's

!poken rejection of such creeds.188
Hardy may have sensed some truth in Schopenhauer's
declaration that there is no happiness, but for him there
is man's dignity and consciousness which represets hope.
187m,„„ ,
•- •

pp
David
Hardy's Later No-„,
(1967), 391.

A Critical Stucly., p.
"'The Ache of 1.10der
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Ancel Clare has been given diEnity and the sicht to see
this dignity in all men.

becae a villain when, in

violation of his own principles, he treated Tess as an
Angel may be also pitied after a full look at

"it."189

the circumstances.

Hardy makes clear in the character

of Angel that happiness, if it can he found, is more important than the social "rubric"190 that prohibits it.
Chance that causes Tess' letter to go under the carpet
and not into Angel's hands provides yet another circumstance to defeat any tendency in Clare to forgive Tess.
Exhibitin
hi.

still the superior intelligence granted

by Hardy, Clare seeks to readj:.Ast the old standards

of morality.

A moral man, he be1eved, should be judged

by the motive and not the deed.

fr':'e thoughtful stranger

.7ised Clare to consider what Tess would become and
what she had done was a greater influence on him than
.191
reasoned ethics of the philosophers.

When

Clar.Ls reunited with Tess, not even the murder she has
col-Ilitted prevents his granting hei his kindness and protection.

Hardy would not deny it is a late response, but

it does come.

In any event, happiness is short-lived, for

th,- will to enjoy must be balnnced by the will not to en-

It is not difficult'inc that lardy is
189Pari, "A Confusion of ;any standards,
190Tesc, Part IV, ("M;,
- r.

n. 216.

1911141., Part VI, „Amp.i.LX, p. 384.

192webster, La

a Darklin

p. 175.

40

p. 73.
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suggesting that an improved system for moral training may
elevate the instincts of liuman nature and increase the
odds fcr happiness; or more simply, if human beino_s practice kindness consistently,

ay become instinctive and

amelioration will then be possible.

It is true that

Hardy's pessimism is visible in Angel Clare, for he is a
man of superior inteMgence who cannot shake off dogma.193
Hardy shows the ineptne

of euch dogma in countless ways

but never so poignantly as when Tess is led into the wood
and he asks, "Where was Tess' guardian angel?
the Providence of her simple faith?"194

Where was

When Angel Clare

aoes appear, she must lern as did his father th-_t he is
misnamed.
Clare's argument mith his father is theoretical.
(a practice he is .;:losr3r
his brothers, at leac
Hardy defies the liberFtea

his father's sincerity than
fidelity to his bol3fs.
nd enlightened

tc

the ex-

pression of new thouFhi:

:eeds.

God, "Thou has counseled

better course than thou has

permitted." -95

St. Augustine .aid to

As with C ym, it takes a myriad of mis-

fortunes to force even the modern man into personally
193PrayL-r),
47.

19
•.;

4.1211s,

195Tbid

.1-dv and dig Phi;osootiv,

XI, p. 79.
xv, p. in
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accepting what he preaches.

Clare represents Hardy's ad-

vanced man, but one who Is t:ubjected to misdirected 1;hought.19C
He cannot pursue the idealistic course he counsels.
Angel Clare is not as well remembered as is Tess,
but he is in a sense her spokesman.

She watches the birds

and rabbits and sees her eonduct as natural to them, but
it is Angel who gives expression to her intense feelings.
He recognizes that acts may be considered good if they are
in harmony with nature.197

Both Tess and Angel are looking

for reconstruction in religious dogma and in convetional
morality, but only Clare could put such ideas into words.
Tess has said all is punishment and death, but Angel, also
the spokesman for Hardy, does not quite regard birth as a
sentence if reconstruction can begin.

If this is

sible then Tess is right and it is better not to have been
born.

If Clare marries .ess' sister or anyone else, :ess'

memory will remain in his mind.

He will not live long

enough to forget her sufrering and her sorrow must engender
compassion.

hardy is moved by Tess to show regard for

every living thing.198

When Tess had received "justice,"

Clare and her sister bent to the earth as in prayer, and
then like Antaeus, they 7.erZnly (Irew strength fro'n the
earth and went on.

It

law to recuperate from

196DeLaura, "Inc
197Pari, "A Co! "' •

.odernisr,•. p. 36).

i
•

C

.
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pain.

The void of separation is filled as Angel declared

when he left Tess, hut it can be assumed ti.72.-t Tess' memory
will rerain indelible.

The final sensation is tenderness

and beauty rather than indignation and ugliness,.

hardy's

hope is that men will eventually understand the true essence of Christianity, the spirit of the Sermon on the
1,:ount, and meet even the crises in their lives with kindness.

CHAPTER VI

JUDE FAWlEY:

ThE FINAL TRAGIC C- i,ACTER

Jude is hardy's most tragic character, for his
qualides and ambition suggest a promising future, but
like Job, he came to regret the day he was born.

Society

offered him nothing but collaborated with an unknown power
to cause his complete collapse.

Hardy contrasts Jude's

expectations and his defeat to show the ‘iictorians and
their heirs the difficulty, for some, of

existence.

Hardy's final image of the dying Jude in Jude
the Obscure (1896) is directly linked to the Old Testament
character as Jude quotes, "Let the day -ecrish wherein I
was born, and the night in which it was said, there is a
manch , l_d eo1ieeved."199

Jude's sense of misplacement and

aloneness is made clear by Hardy's suggestion that Jude's
200
labor would be "like that of Israel in Egypt."

Jude's

trial was even more severe, for no Moses came to deliver
him.

If hardy's despair is frequently illustrated by Old

Testament situations, Jude's aspiration was e=hasized by
199Jude the Obscure (New York and
c-,nc,on: Harper
and
rothers Publishers, 1_695), Part vT, Chi. XI, p. 599.
The quotation is from Job 313.
2"lbid., Fart I, Chap. IV, p.
72

2.
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a New 2estament allusion.

He wished to be a son of

Christminster, "in whom !,he will be pleased."201

In his

bitter failure, however, Jude is denied the consolation
of immortality, f

;4.ardy offers no promise of an after-

life where unfair hurts are healed.
Jude, a soho

o

the Pauline dilemma, desires to

be of service to the CI: _ -oh and others, but the hopeless
fight leaves him hruh;ed and broken.202

nardy though does

not give Jude true piety or an unselfish ambition.

Jude's

vision includes a bishopric for himself which suggests
a more worldly than spiritual amibition.2°3

There is a

strain of unconscious orthodoxy in Jude, for he is repulsed by Sue's unconventional explanations of the Song
of Solomon, and her pere tAion is accurate when she gays
Jude is a Joseph

who

sees heaven in thu

C -C,-,7S

cit.=

was always scholar 2i-

dreams and a St. Stephen who

of his persecution.

Jude's heaven

_nd his consideration of church

service secondary to his main desire.

The trabedy that

leaves him broken is that he has been unable to recognize
any of his desires, personal or professional.
The strain of helplessness that occurs in Jude,
a

the Obscure symbelives h,rdy's feeling of alon'-r:; c_fter
201

Ibid.,

rt 1, Chap. VI, p.

202Draybro:;.,.e,
n1
-'Crir.d]
Novels, p. 205.
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Darwin's theory convinced him of man's solitary struggle
for survival.

Schopenhauer's idea concerning the denial

the will to live addc
thought.

easure of futility to hardy's

Schopenhauer said that asceticism and self-

denial made it possible
achieve reace.204

o deny the will to live and

After Jude's son, Father ?ime, has hung

his and Sue's children

committed suicide, the doctor

says, "It [the murder-su. ide 1 is the beginning of the
coming universal wish not to live..205

In Schopenhauer's

philosophy, suicide is a, assertion of the will to live.
Tho admission of life mu:,',; precede suicide or death, but
Hardy is a poet and not a phil,)sopher, and suicide is the
logical fulfillment of the death wish.

Although he does

not offer specific alterr,Itives, hardy firmly rejects the
idoa that willing or t
tho answer to the prob7-

:self out of existence is
of human existence.

The Wessex env3.r - nment offers Jude no consolation.
he is virtually isolated in an unappealing rural
community.
Hardy recognized that country life may produce ennobl
ement
or animalism.206 Jude haf: visions of greatness,
but he
finds little inspiration in his environment.

Unly his

sexual appetite is satiCiPd at Varygreen when he reets
201

utland,
F;T.L

206
Crimsditch.
p. 69.
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and Env5rcnent in the

the earthy Arabella.

fle

had been surmountle, i.

as born to poverty, and I

hat

rigid community attitude towards

learning would have labelled him "stuck up" if he pursued
a scholarly course.207

Y - felt a greater kinship with the

birds whom he was hired to frighten from the fields than
with the people who livce in this part of the Wessex county
,
and he believed hi

only

lope was to somehow reach the

distant city of Christmirster.

The beauty of Jude's aspira-

tions is contrasted with the ugliness of his circunftance .238
When Arabella appealed to Jude's baser instincts,
he seemed
doomed to the brown fiel(

and forever forbidden tc see the

far-off city of 13J:ht.
Hardy's strong feelings concerning the institution
of marriage as an imperfect conjunction of the sexes is
clear in Jude's ffed

nion with Arabella.

In Jude's young

life, he had little aff•.:ion and was an easy mark for
Arabella's schenes.

did not perceive her artfificiality,

the false dimples, the false hair, and the pretended . regnancy.

The tragedy is th7lt Jude was sealed with Arabella

in a union which he abhorred and she tired of in a short
tine.

jude's hopes .or an education at Christminster were

ruined because

his ignorance he was attracted to a vul-

gar woman and .1,,;,7:cd -i.Lo save her from disgrace.2(
-'
2071h i fi

0.

208Enae,
2°911)1;2.,
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Hardy has Eiven a "caricature of marital relations" in
this nove1.21°

he 'Ls often accused by critics and readers

as being anti-marriage in Jude, but the marriages do not
follow the formula he set forth in ,Far from the 1,1addin
Crowd where two people should know one another and share
a certain fellowship before the marriage vow,

Since human

nature is not perfect, the marriage vow should not be
irrevocable.

Hardy shows the possible res'ats when the

legal and moral law are inflexible.

Sue, despite her sup-

posedly liberated mind, was driven by society and Ler own
ingrained convictions back to Phillotson and irto a miserable remarriage w*:.rh rendered her mentally and p/sically
ill.

Jude was left indifferent to life, and he reunited

with Arabella as the course of least resistanre, but
he
did not lose his mind

suffered no mental derangement,

retained a strong, clear vision, but permitted an attitu
de
of indifference to er1,--:lf
_
him.211
maker" in JudD.212

iarriage is a "mischief-

IT, insists on a lifelong ubsevance

whether or not the union is a mistake.

Should two people

dissolve their marriage, they are stigmatized and societ
y
adds a sometimes intolerable burden to their unhappy
211
lives.
Hardy's anzi-marriage senti7ents were based on

Nusla,

Character and Erv 4

'e the

P. 1f;5.
211 Duffin, Thomas HardY, pp. 74212Bel,
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the i!r.perfect nature of the participants, and until human
nature achieves greater awareness, hardy believed that a:1
unhappy union should be dissolved without permanent disgrace to either of the partners.
hardy's outrage against society's institutions
glows brighter when he unravels the story of Jude's early
;-•

aspirations and his non-,istent educational opportunities.
Jude had to attend school at night and deliver bakery roods
for his aunt during the day.

His attempt to secure gram-

mars and to educate himself revealed the "shoddy humanity,.214 of the quack physician, Vilbert, who perauaded
Jude to solicit orders for his patent medicine and then
forgot to give him the promised books.

When Jude reached

Christminster at long 1.;, `, a wall separated him from Lte
young scholars within th, university.

It was a wall that

Jude could not surnount. f'Gr Lt was a wall that the poor
though intelligent could %ot pa' a through.

It was a bar-

rier too strong for Judo s pa%sion which has been compared
to that of Faust and Milt

.215

Jude was forced to accept

the fact that the wall mu,dt open from the inside when he
received his letter of rf.utf from the Dean.
is blown off on the wind..216
214
jud , Fart
215Duffin, Thor ,
216

po
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of indifference that this Dean expressed was as difficult
to overcome as his poor circumstances.

Hardy emphasized

the hopelessness of Jude's ambitions by showing Phillott.

son, the headmaster with a headstart, also failing to
achieve academic distinction.
Eardy's theme centers on Jude, the sensitive,
impressionable young man, and his confrontation with an
unconcerned society.217

Jude's failure to contend suc-

cessfully with such a formidable antagonist evokes pity,
and it also serves as a warning.218

If there is no help

for the poor and deserving, then this knowledge will prevent :Y.e expectations that make the non-r, alization of
ambition so unbearable.

Hardy suffers his character,

Jude, •to attempt society's reformation blzt failing this,
Judo Lftrves to warn society.

Jude i

a, 'courageous con-

tender against social intolerance, a fighter in a struggle
that v:11 some day be of service to hunanity."219

Hardy

dramaL_es Jude's story to show the resaLi,s of man's intolerance, and the difference concern !light make in the
life of an intelligent young man.

hardy uses Jude to show

the sorrow in growing up and finding reality so different
217
. David Cecil, hardy_ the
constae
(i Co., Ltd., 1944), p.

218w b

e ster, Cm

a DarkTin;-
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p. 188.
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220
from , e imaginings of youth.

Jude finds people busi-

nessli e and without compassion.

He lives and, particu-

larly, he dies alone.

No one understands Jude--except

Th0:0' riardy.221
Hardy contrasts the artificial system that society
ions.
perpe', 1.tes with the golden rule and shows its limitat
which
Corivcy ion denies the rule for love and happiness by
all rl.es should be tested.222

Jude straggles against a

"current too strong for him."223

This description fits

Jude's dilemma, for the source of hardy's current is never
defincd.

It is society and it is fate, for Hardy never
I'lat "the dice of the gods are loaded and man is

douH.

lose.“224

He emphasizes that intelligence, love,

bound

•o

and

Ti courage may be insufficient in a world which is

actua

y a battleground for exist7ince.225

.ade belongs

to tb, 3ntellirent class who might savc the world, but
the ct 'tiny that controls men's ac-lion‘,;., in blind, and his
qualit.es are lost to the world.

Arabella, Phillotson

and F,ttLer Time are destiny's pawns rather than selfwilled villains.

The fault is that Jude is given the

p. 87.
22°4raybrooke, Thomas Hardy anci ho Philosophy,
?2,1ibid., p. 86.
22Duffin, Thomas Hardv-, p.
22%each, 2_11. Technioue

225Ibid., p. 227.
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aspiration, the first cause, and then
is not permitted to
recognize satisfaetion, but there is
no consol2tion in
blaming destiny.226 Jude is not the vict
im of 1!.i, own
desires, but a poor, damned, unfortun
ate foo2.227

he is

damned by destiny, not by God, and is unfo
rtunate in that
the plan for him was destruction. hard
y would not "blame
Providence ror allowing it.“228 There
is no Providence
or divine direction for Thomas Hardy, only
the will or
destiny which dictates all action.
Hardy sees nature as scarcely less indiffer
ent
to Jude than destiny.

In Jude, the Obscure nature is not

man saving ricks in a storm or man
learning the dairy trade
in an idyllic buccelic setting. It
is killing pio slowly
to avoid pink meat, and it is a
place where a young boy
lies on the i;round and wishes he were
somewhere case.
Nature is the background for survival
. Sue says it is
.
mutual butchery.
hel. irony is that nature is less cruel
than society. lurk and Sue might have
been harpy had not
society objected to a natural union and
insisted on a
legal one. Father Time responds to
the law of nature when
he kills his brother and sister and
then himself, for
there were too many of them,229 but
his response ;s
226
Web2ter, On a. Dark_lin
in, p.
227chcw.
Thomas hardy, p. 70.
228Cecil.
229Dumn,

the

ove1irt, p. 70

Phoes hardy, p. 72.
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precipitated by their enforced migratory life with its
poor financial rewards.

There is one passage where nature

appears kind, for the wind blows from Christminster and
Jude is for a moment at one with nature.230
hardy's pessimism is relieved by such passages
in his story of Jude.231 Lany critics believed that hardy
deliberately outraged his readers with an unabaied 2uitility
and that the reaction of horror was a tribute tc hs
success.232

hardy sought through a realistic drama to compel

readers to make an intelligent judgment about how things

.1

are and how they ought to be.

he did not seek to horrify

the Victorians; he sought to make them more aare.

"his

art is one which sorts well with the increasing selfconsciousness of human nature."233 hardy's 2,--t reflect
s
Lt

basic problems of living and include::

1

.ortant

idea of an increased consciousness in m -Ir
ing force or the will.

overn-

All Hardy's charu

ar:he a great deal, not because Hardy desire, it,
cause a blind destiny decrees it.

He does have

rn to
DUI,

be-

. and

he does point the way to a happier society,254
despite

U.

89.

230Braybrooke, Thomas Hard'f and His .Ellilosonhvi
(This passage is in ude, Part I. Chap.
p. 28.)
231 1bid.,

D.

88.

232 utland, Thomas. Hardy, p. 249.
233
-•
Thomas hardy, p. 1±9.
234..
w eber, Harv of ,Wessex,, p. 151.
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what appears to be an unrelenting pessimism.

.iude's ex-

aggerated tragedy does not destroy his mind nor his
idealism, and before he died he attained sufficient ennoble7ent to warrant pity.
Hardy believed he could make his reading public
understand, but he acknowledged failure and Jude was his
last f5ct1o::.3,1 character.

He was more interested in the

truth than his Victorian contemporaries.

his theory that

the world's inhabitants might be increasing in consciousness suggests that he hoped future generations would read
his novels and recognize the truth.

An enlightened society

will perceive that social formulas need reconstruction
and will gear its institutions to man's requirements.
Hardy's hopefulness for the future was one purpose of the
book.235

He

Jude.236

The inability of an intelligent young man to

hod to sow the world somethj:—

•nrough

enter a university is central to the novel, hut this theme
is frequently o,iershadowed by small proofs of
humanity.

sn's in-

Amelioration must begin with one man and his

relationship to other men.

A single act of kindness,

Hardy ccntinues to imply, will serve as the first cause
and accelcrso the consciousness in man whie_ .ill then
force an in_

in the consciousness of..:anent Will.

r

1:er,

Pain, p.
p. 272.

CONCLUSION
Thomas n
- ardy's mind was flexible enough to
permit ancient and contempolary infl
uences to shape his
thought which he oxpressed mainly
through his male characters. His early trainAng in Gree
k literature and the
Bible are evident in the formatio
n of his characters as
are the evolutionary theory of Darw
in and the Imm,o.oent
Will of Schopenhauer. His imag
inary county of Wessex
did not confine his characterization
to rural types, for
this wide expanse incluCod hamlets
and small cities. his
men experience the universal human
desires for love and
fame.

The limitless sco•:, of his thought conc
erns

••••

intellectual problems

-oligious conviction, the ac-

ceptance of fate or dely, an app
raisal of mar's relationship to nature, and an evaluation of
his own pessimistic
inclination. He studied seriously the
less exalted human
needs which society's institutions
seemed insufficieoit
to serve. he was not content with
theories as is t!-Ie
philosopher, but as an :co 'ish poet
and novelist, he could
make direct stater. :t
.ning his formula for ...o.ciage
and his criticisr.; of cr7 , T1tIon. A
study of his male characters in certain oi
jor novels permits these ideas
and observations to

lear,
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"

F4
Early religious practice and long deliberation led
him to view the Bible as a creative literary work.

For

him the truth of the Bible lay in the accu2:ate representation of man with a character like job.
characters except Angel are Jobs.

All is major male

Oak's patience, Clym's

physical suffering, M.chael's punishment, and Jude's resignation were first experienced by Job, the Biblical archetype ol suffering man.

hardy came to doubt the miracles

and thy narratives that required belief without substantiation.

leis God became divorced from dogma.

It became an

uncone'ious, though potentially conscious, force in which
he had a profound hope.

Angel Clare in Tess of the,

D'Urbervilles declared for Hardy that the Articles of the
Church of England were unacceptable to him, and he could
not b( a part of

he church.

Hardy's eltimate hope came strangely enough from
his or7inal dee -pair engendered by Darwin'e theory of
evolution.

For

-dy, the First Cause began creation and

constant change often wrought destructive results, but
eventually the possibilities of positive change existed
fer him.
scious.

-ecrhaps through accident, had beeore conIf the conglomerate or Immane7zt .:,111. through

the inereesed conceiousness of each ie.become eonscious, ehanges might occur
Clym and Angel are enlightened, modern
circumetanees fr(

offering their par

to society.
*I

could
an.
e ple-e,ented by
'7ributions

Hardy's study of the philosophers, which began
when he taught himself Greek, caused an ever widening of
his thought to include parts of their theories.

He had

Jude agree with Gophocles on the advisability of remaining
unborn, but once given life, he did not share Schopenhauer
's
idea of willir, oneself out of existence.

sem the pos-

sibilities of .t concerted effort, originatirg with each
individual, to lessen the pain of existence.
Xardy'c deterministic view of fate or destiny seems
to contradict his ultimate hope in the coming
consciousness
of the Immanent Will.
is dealt to hi

He said that man's fate or destiny

presently by a blind and unconsaious will.

When man becomes more aware and forces consci
ousness on
the will, his fate or destiny may be in greater accord
with
his individual needs.

If character is fete, as Hardy said

in Mg Eayor of Casterbridr7e, a change in charac
ter may give
man greater per'•)nal control over the events of
his life.
Kichael Henchare's rash, uncontrollable temperaent
was
too much for his sense of sympathy and for his r'.esire
to
show affection to those who were close to him.

::-ds char-

acter actually aided destiny in bringing him to
submission.
harey

77;ty

have experienced the personal problems

of his male r;i,racters, but he does not re,
:ca
of his private life.

It seems apparent ta-7-

aided his undanding of institutions, for
marriae with -L!. , fIrst Ers. Hardy, he

ne details
experiences
or to his
L-ealistic
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marriage formula and expres
sed it in ,Far from the i;.addinr
Crowd. Two people should
share fellowship and hardsh
ip
to determine their compat
ibility before the marriage vow
,
but since human nature
is imperfect, an escape from
marriage
should be permitted if eit
her of the partners wishes
it.
Each man deserved his mea
sure of happiness, hardy
!ie
ved,
and personal sacrifice to
society's code should be :,:est
ituted by alterations of the
code to fit human needs. Cak
's
and Bathsheba's relations
hip had the correct element:, for
this formula as did AnF
:el's and Tess's union. had Tes
s's
confession not have had
such a devastating impact on
igel,
their marriage would hav
e had a chance for succees.
Clym's
and Eustacia's marriage in
The Return of the Native lac
ked
every element in Hardy'
s fornula, and their relatione
hip
disintegrated after a few
weeks.
The institution of educat
ion also concerned Eardy.
He did not have a uni
versity education, and he
did not express regret for this lac
k in his personal writin
gs. Certainly he did not espous
e higher education for all
. He
believed a university edu
cation was for those whose
talents
or desires required it
anu for those who could han
dle it
well. His concern was
that ri_ch men's educated son
s were
impressed with thole own
eueeo,ority and lacked hum
an
sympathy. Sensitive xen
like Jude who had the pot
ential
for service to mankind
were denied an entrance int
o the
university.

W.?
Hardy criticized society in his novels,
but his
co

were intricately interwoven with his
story.

When the Victorians did not particul
arly notice the criticism as in Far from the :addino: Crowd,
they enjoyed the
novels, but as Hardy became more insi
stent on his theme
that aal men should share happiness,
the Victorians were
repulsed. Hardy disccntinued writine;
novels, but he did
not cease expressing his thoughts
. He turned again to
poetry where his most profound thoughts
and his harsh
judgments could be expressed without
occasioning public
rebuke
He believed The Dynasts (1904) was the
complete
expression of his philosophy, and
it was not different
from the conclusions he reached in
his novels.
Hardy was intensely honest as he broa
ched the
pr.
resporee.

that concerned him despite unfavorable
Victorian
Lestiny was not a noble path laid down
by an

anthropomcrphic God, and nature was not
kind.

It was a

tauceriy:

arena where a lovely frosty morning
meant that
birds must manage to find fc d
or die. Hardy knew that
some human beings were as unfortun
ate, and he never permitted The economic security provided
by his novels to
cause Han to forget the men whose exis
tence was painful.
•
his ten years' laboa
e
is sheep in the
spaoc
. an hour. Clym and J'uc,
aith service
aspiratLons, were dashed dcy;a lay
Herwhrd, permittcd to ric tn

Even the strong
was dethroned ty
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circumstance, a victim it seemed as was Angel, of his
own
inflexibility, bl.t

actually he and Angel were both lic-

tims of a preordained prettern that they could not
remake.
His last novel, Jude the Obscure, caused readers
and many critics ,c.) speak of Hardy's unrelentin

pessimism,

but Hardy's honey and lack of fear permitted him
to
examine pessial •

:tie believed that improvement came

only after honest admittance of the worst things in
man's
society and a realistic view of man's 'place in the
universe.
He saw no ground;; for unrelenting optimism, but
he certainly would have been sn optimist if reason sugge
sted
this viewpoint.

having .Looked at the best ara: the worst

in life, he concluded that he was a meliorist.

He could

not acknowlege a basis for the boundless enthusia
sm of
the optimists, or the uncontrolled despair of the
pessimists, but he saw the posaibility of hope.
was highly individual:istic.

His solution

Each man was more important

than the superstructure of society, and he should ho
guided
in his actions by the golden rule.

hardy's women are

creatures to admire or wonder over, but his men are
flesh
and blood and they set forth concrete ideas that
man can
live with and uae to increase his own happ5neos.Ha
rdy
saw happiness as
brief interva'
ment.

be

1 ar condition cf mar and ncat as

in a :e)eral draaa of pain and disappoint-
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